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Abstract

This thesis presents an integer programming model for energy e�cient routing of network tra�c
and deployment of virtual network functions in a network. The optimization model provides
certain protection against hardware failure by �nding both a primary and a backup path for
each tra�c demand. Furthermore, the model is capable of modelling multiple time periods,
allowing the network to adapt to expected changes in network load. By applying Soyster's
robustness principle, the model can also yield a network con�guration that can handle network
load that deviates from the expected load. Lastly, the model ensures an upper bound on the
latency of service chains.

As expected with integer programming models, this model is di�cult to solve for anything
but the smallest of networks. Therefore, a single time period and variable �xing heuristic is
proposed to help speed up the solve time. Evaluation of the model and heuristic is done in the
context of the Evolved Packet Core. The evaluation shows that the heuristic indeed improves
the solve time signi�cantly, but it also shows that there is room for improvement.
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1 Introduction

Optimization of data communication networks can be of interest for many reasons. For the
companies that provide data communication networks, the cost of deploying and running the
networks are of interest. For the users of data communication networks, the quality of service
is important. And for those that dream of the future, the environmental impact of data com-
munication networks are of interest. All of these issues can be tackled by applying the theory of
mathematical optimization to data communication networks. With the tools from mathematical
optimization it is possible to model data communication networks with the goal of minimizing
the energy consumption or operational cost, with the goal of maximizing the quality of service
or with the goal of optimizing some other measure of importance.

Research in the area of network optimization have been going on for decades. As the under-
lying network technology changes over the years, so does the research questions. Currently, a
hot research topic is green IT. The goal with green IT is to minimize the environmental impact
of IT systems. Part of this goal can be achieved by making environmentally motivated choices
in regards to both deployment and disposal of hardware. Another aspect of green IT is to use
the hardware in an energy e�cient way, which is the topic of this thesis.

The basic idea behind making data communication networks energy e�cient is to only power
on the networking hardware that is absolutely necessary. As network load is generally not con-
stant throughout the day, it is also important to be able to adapt the network to the current
network load instead of, for example, optimizing in regards to an overall average. This requires
a certain level of �exibility in the network architecture, which can be provided by modern net-
working technologies such as software de�ned networking and network function virtualisation.
On the basis of these technologies, the theory of mathematical optimization can be applied to
dynamically con�gure the network for energy e�ciency.

The optimization model developed in this thesis is intended for application for situations
similar to that of the Evolved Packet Core, where a service such as mobile internet is provided
via a set of network functions. While the quality of mobile networking has improved drastically
over the years, this thesis attempts to add energy e�ciency to the list of improvements.

The overall goal with the optimization model presented in this thesis is to minimize the energy
consumption in a data communication network which provides some service via virtual network
functions. This is achieved by placing the virtual network functions on servers and by routing
the network tra�c so that as many servers, routers and line cards as possible can be powered
o�. In addition to minimizing the energy consumption, the model con�gures the network to be
resilient to link failure in the sense that it �nds a backup strategy to fall back on, should the
primary strategy fail. Furthermore, the model also aims at providing a certain quality of service
guarantee by ensuring that the virtual network functions are placed in such a way that they can
perform their task while satisfying a predetermined delay budget. All of this can be done over
multiple time periods, allowing the model to optimize multiple time periods according to the
network load expected to occur in each time period.

Solving the kind of optimization model that is presented in this thesis is in general NP-hard.
Therefore, not only is an optimization model developed, but also a heuristic to help solve the
model faster. The heuristic works by removing some of the dependence on consecutive time
periods, reducing the complexity of each time period. The heuristic then solves each time period
independently. This simple strategy is shown to be very e�ective for small networks with up to
50 servers and routers, but struggles when the number of servers and routers approaches 100.

The structure of the thesis is as follows. Section 2 presents the mathematical tools that are
used in the thesis, along with a short description of software de�ned networking and network
function virtualisation. Some recent articles in related �elds are discussed in Section 3. The
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main section of the thesis is Section 4, in which a detailed description of the optimization model
is given. A few examples of the capabilities and limitations of the model are also given, along
with a description of the heuristics. The evaluation methodology is presented in Section 5, along
with the results of the evaluation. Section 6 presents some thoughts on how the optimization
model, heuristics and evaluation turned out. Lastly, Section 7 very brie�y summarizes what was
achieved during the project and what might be interesting to develop further in the future.

2 Background

This section contains a short description the mathematics and computer science concepts that
are most important for this thesis. A short description of software de�ned networking and
network function virtualisation is presented �rst. This is important since the model that is
presented later is intended for networks that use software de�ned networking in combination
with network function virtualisation. After that, the optimization concepts that are important
for the modelling in Section 4 is presented.

2.1 Software De�ned Networking

Two common approaches to routing in packet-switched networks are the distance-vector protocol
and the link-state protocol. These protocols are distributed, in the sense that every switching
device in the network need to run the chosen protocol. Development of new networks, however,
seems to go in the direction of centralized control, rather than distributed. A popular approach
at constructing a network with centralized control is software de�ned networking(SDN).

The basic SDN architecture consists of three components, the application plane, the control
plane and the data plane. The control plane is located in the middle, with one interface to
communicate with the application plane and one interface to communicate with the data plane.

The SDN controller is the brain of the SDN architecture and is located in the control plane.
The SDN controller is provided information for the application plane via the SDN northbound
interface. The application plane provides the SDN controller with network instructions, control
information and application speci�c requirements.

The data plane is connected to the SDN controller via the SDN control-data-plane interface.
The SDN controller sends instructions to the network elements in the data plane. The network
elements are general purpose packet forwarding and processing functions.

Finally, there is a fourth component of the SDN architecture, namely the management and
administrative component, which has interfaces to all the other three planes. The management
and administrative component can, for example, provide the application plane with contracts
and service level agreements. It provides policies for, and measures the performance of the
SDN controller. Lastly, the management and administrative components performs the setup of
network elements in the data plane.

2.2 Network Function Virtualisation

Network functions are components that perform some task in a network. A few examples of
common network functions are routers, DHCP-servers, load balancers, �rewalls and intrusion
detection systems. Network functions have traditionally been implemented in dedicated, possibly
proprietary, hardware that is tailored towards the speci�c network function. Such an approach
to deploying network functions makes it di�cult to make changes to the network. A more �exible
approach to network functions is desirable for future networks. A strong candidate for such a
�exible approach to network functions is network function virtualisation(NFV).
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The core idea of NFV is to remove network functions from dedicated and proprietary hard-
ware and instead deploy network functions on virtual machines on regular servers. A network
function running in a virtual machine is known as a virtual network function(VNF). A well de-
signed virtualisation architecture allows for deployment of VNFs as they are needed, and if the
requirements of a VNF changes post deployment then the VNF can be altered to meet the new
requirements. An example of a NFV framework is the European Telecommunications Standard
Institute(ETSI) framework. The ETSI framework consist of the three main components NFV
infrastructure, VNFs and NFV management and orchestration(MANO).

The NFV infrastructure of the ETSI framework contains the virtualisation layer, which is
often called the hypervisor. The virtualisation layer is responsible for the interface between the
actual hardware resources, such as computing capabilities, storage and network, and the virtual
resources of the same type. The NFV MANO component of the ETSI framework manages
the resources and their allocation to virtual machines. It is also the job of the NFV MANO
component to decide whether or not a new virtual machine needs to be powered up. The VNF
component of the ETSI framework is simply the collection of VNFs that run on top of a given
virtualisation layer.

2.3 Stateless and Stateful Virtual Network Functions

The VNFs used in the optimization model later in this thesis are assumed to be stateless. What
state means in the context of NFV, and the di�erence between stateless and stateful VNFs are
the topics of this subsection. A more thorough discussion on the topic can be found in [10].

The greatest advantage with VNFs compared to non-virtualised network functions is the
�exibility of VNFs. However, great �exibility seems not to be an inherent property of VNFs.
The greatest �exibility is achieved by using stateless VNFs.

The state of a VNF can be things like �rewall rules, connection information in a stateful
�rewall, a load balancers collection of available servers, �le descriptors or the NAT maps that
a router keeps between itself and its clients. There are two main types of state, dynamic state
and static state. Static state are things that are not supposed to change, at least not very often.
Firewall rules can, for example, be considered a static state. Dynamic state, however, is expected
to change post deployment. The NAT maps of a router are an example of dynamic state. Since
static states are not expected to change, stateless VNFs are allowed to keep static state. Stateless
VNFs do not, however, keep dynamic states.

The states that are not kept in the VNFs need to be stored somewhere. For this reason,
a database of states are introduced to the NFV architecture. For the service provided by the
VNFs not to decrease in performance by the introduction of the database, it is important that
the database can be accessed with low latency.

There are a few advantages to using stateless VNFs compared to using stateful VNFs. First,
consider how to deal with a stateful VNF that crashes. If a stateful VNF crashes, its state is lost.
When a VNF crashes, a replacement VNF needs to be activated. But for a new stateful VNF to
seamlessly replace another stateful VNF, the new VNF needs to be provided the state of the VNF
it replaces. But the state of the VNF that crashes was lost in the crash, so the new VNF cannot
be provided the state unless a method to prevent state loss is used. Two approaches to solve this
problem are discussed in [10]. One approach is to frequently create replicas of the state. Then,
when a VNF crashes, the most recent replica of its state is provided to the replacement VNF. An
advantage with this approach is that recovery time is short, since the complete state is replicated
and ready to be copied. A disadvantage is that it introduces latency to the service provided
by the VNF, since the VNF is frequently disrupted by the state replication. Another approach
discussed in [10] is to minimize the amount that is replicated. For example, if knowledge of
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the IP packets processed by a VNF is enough to later be able to recreate the state, then only
the packets will be replicated instead of the entire state. An advantage with this is that the
constant latency that occurs due to replication is low. Recovery time is long, however, since the
state cannot simply be copied, but have to be recreated from the small amount of data that was
replicated.

Dealing with a VNF crash is much less of an issue for stateless VNFs than it is for stateful
VNFs. If a stateless VNF crashes, its state is not lost. The static state of a given type of
VNF is kept in each instance of that type of VNF. Therefore, the static state is not lost when a
stateless VNF crashes. The dynamic state is also not lost when a stateless VNF crashes because
the dynamic state is kept in a database, not in the VNF. So when a stateless VNF crashes, a
new VNF can simply be activated. The SDN controller can easily redirect tra�c to the new
VNF. The new VNF will be provided the information it needs about its dynamic state from the
database.

2.4 A Brief Introduction to the Theory of Optimization

The realm of mathematical optimization is certainly not new and many parts of it are very
mature. The goal of optimization is to �nd a maximum or minimum of some objective function.
Optimization can for example be applied to �nd the maximal return on investment, to �nd the
shape of an airplane that results in maximal lift, or, as in this thesis, to �nd how to con�gure a
data communication network for minimal energy consumption. In some situations it might be
that the optimal value of the objective function is the only thing of interest. But an airplane that
cannot �t a single human but has great lift would generally not be very useful. Likewise, a very
energy e�cient data communication network with very high latency would often not be very
useful. Therefore, mathematical optimization models often contain equations, or constraints,
that solutions are required to satisfy. Such constraints might express that an airplane is required
to �t at least a certain number of people, or that tra�c sent over a data communication network
is required to reach its destination within a certain time limit.

The areas of mathematical optimization that are of direct importance for the work in this
thesis are integer linear and binary linear programming. Going forward, these problems will sim-
ply be called integer and binary programming. Since no nonlinear programs are considered in
this thesis, no ambiguity should arise. Integer and binary programming problems are in general
very di�cult to solve. Indeed, both problems belong to the computational complexity class of
NP-hard problems. A good method to solve integer and binary programming problems is the
branch-and-bound method, which relies on solving a related general linear programming problem
with the simplex method. General linear programming problems belong to the computational
complexity class P. Linear programming is therefore generally easier than integer programming,
so it is reasonable to try to exploit linear programming when solving integer programming prob-
lems.

The modelling performed during this project has been done using the program CPLEX. One
method CPLEX uses to solve integer programming problems is the branch-and-bound method.
Therefore, in an attempt to get an understanding of how the model presented later in this
thesis is solved, the branch-and-bound method is described in this section. As mentioned above,
however, solving an integer program using the branch-and-bound method relies on solving a
related linear program, using the simplex method. Therefore, this section describes mathematical
modelling using linear programming and integer programming and how to solve such optimization
models using the simplex method and the branch-and-bound method. It is also often important
to consider how to optimize something when the data is not perfectly known at the time of
optimization. Therefore, this section ends with a description of how to form optimization models
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that consider uncertain data, called robust optimization models.

2.4.1 Linear Programming

A linear function f : Rn → R from the n-dimensional Euclidean space to the real line is said to be
linear if for any x,y ∈ Rn and a, b ∈ R it holds that f(ax + by) = af(x)+bf(y). Or, expressed in
a slightly less abstract way, the function f is said to be linear if f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = c1x1 +c2x2 +
. . .+ cnxn for (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn and c1, c2, . . . , cn ∈ R. A mathematical programming model
is called linear if the objective function is a linear function and if all constraints are expressed
using linear functions.

Consider a linear program whose objective function f : Rn → R and m constraint functions
gi : R

n → R for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} are linear and has corresponding bound bi ∈ R. Such a linear
program can be written as follows:

minimize f(x) =

n∑
i=1

cixi

subject to gi(x) =

n∑
j=1

aijxj ≤ bi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}

x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn.

(1)

Sometimes it is convenient to consider the problem in its matrix representation. The linear pro-
gramming problem above can be expressed with matrices by introducing them×n coe�cient ma-
trix A whose rows are de�ned by the functions gi in the following way. Let ai = (ai1, ai2, . . . , ain) ,
then gi(x) = atri x and the coe�cient matrix A is de�ned as

A =


atr1
atr2
...

atrm

 .
Furthermore, de�ne the cost vector c = (c1, c2, . . . , cn) so that f(x) = ctrx and, lastly, let
b = (b1, b2, . . . , bm) .Now the linear program above can be written in the following very convenient
way

minimize ctrx
subject to Ax ≤ b

x ∈ Rn.
(2)

Using the above notation, the feasible set F can be de�ned as F = {x ∈ Rn : Ax ≤ b} , which is
simply the set of all decision vectors x ∈ Rn that satisfy all constraints.

It was mentioned brie�y before that the general linear programming problem belongs to
the computational complexity class P, so it can be expected to be solved fairly easily. One
of the main reasons why general linear programming is easy to solve, is that the set of linear
functions are a subset of the set of convex functions and convex functions have the very nice
property that a local minima is a global minima. A function f : D ⊆ Rn → R is said to be
convex if the domain D is a convex set and if for any x,y ∈ D and any λ ∈ [0, 1] it holds that
f(λx + (1− λ)y) ≤ λf(x) + (1− λ) f(y). Furthermore, the set D is said to be convex if for any
pair of points a, b ∈ D every point on the line segment between a and b is also in D.
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2.4.2 The Simplex Method

There are several versions of the simplex method. This section will focus on a basic version. This
method works for solving linear programs, but it is not the most e�cient known way. But an
understanding of this version of the simplex method still gives a general idea of the underlying
concepts that makes any version the simplex method work.

Consider a general linear program with n decision variables and m constraints. That is, the
feasible set is {x ∈ Rn : Ax ≤ b} , where A is an m × n constraint matrix and b ∈ Rm. The
simplex method operates only on the boundary of the feasible set, because if a linear program
has an optimal solution then it is on the boundary. However, not all points on the boundary are
potential optimal solutions. The boundary of the feasible set is a polyhedron and all potential
optimal solutions are vertices of the feasible set. The simplex method is basically just an algebraic
approach to �nding all vertices of the feasible set.

The vertices of the feasible set are called corner point feasible solutions in the simplex termi-
nology. A corner point feasible solution can be de�ned as a point in the feasible set that does
not lie on the line segment between any other two points in the feasible set. Such a de�nition
of corner point feasible solutions does not help much in �nding them, however, which motivates
the following more algebraic approach.

Start by de�ning the boundary of the feasible set as {x ∈ Rn : Ax = b} . That is, instead of
having inequalities in the constraints, all inequalities are swapped for equalities. The resulting
equations are simply called constraint equations. A corner point feasible solution is always the
solution of an equation system of n constraints equations. It may happen that a solution to such
an equation system is outside the feasible set, in which case it is called a corner point infeasible
solution. By solving all such systems of constraint equations, all corner point feasible solutions
can be found. When that is done, it is just a matter calculating the objective function of all the
corner point feasible solutions and then an optimal solution is found. This process can be time
consuming, however, since there exist m!

n!(m−n)! such equation systems. To make matters worse,

only a small fraction of those equation systems actually de�ne a corner point feasible solution.
So if all equation systems are solved, a lot of time will be wasted on solving equation systems
that de�ne corner point infeasible solutions. Therefore, it is desirable to avoid solving equation
systems that de�ne corner point infeasible solutions.

A way to speed this process up is to start from some corner point feasible solution and
then follow straight edges in the boundary that lead to other corner point feasible solutions.
Edges in the boundary of the feasible set can be found by solving equation systems of n − 1
constraint equations. If a corner point feasible solution has already been found, then all such
edges connected to that solution can be found by simply removing one equation at a time from
the equation system that was used to �nd the solution itself. Corner point feasible solutions that
are connected by such an edge are said to be adjacent. By following such edges in a systematic
manner all corner point feasible solutions can easily be found. To help speed things up, there
is also the very helpful property of linear programs that if a corner point feasible solution has
a better objective function than any of its adjacent corner point feasible solutions, then it is
optimal. Therefore it is unlikely that all corner point feasible solutions have to be found in order
to �nd the optimal solution.

That is the entire basic version of the simplex method. Optimizing a linear objective function
subject to linear inequality constraints can therefore be reduced to solving systems of linear
equations. This is good news, since computers can be programmed to solve systems of linear
equations very quickly. A big drawback with this basic version of the simplex method is that
quite a bit of unnecessary work is done. If a corner point feasible solution was found not to be
optimal, then it would be nice if as little time as possible was wasted on analysing that solution.
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One way to improve the simplex method is to get rid of this unnecessary work and a description
of how this is done can be found in Chapter 5.2 of [9].

2.4.3 Integer Programming

Optimization using integer programming may at the surface look similar to using linear pro-
gramming. However, the similarity in problem formulation is somewhat misleading. As the
name suggests, the key distinction between integer programming and general linear program-
ming is that the vector of decision variables x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is restricted to belong to the
discrete set Zn instead of the n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn. Thus a general integer program
can be written as follows

minimize f(x) =

n∑
i=1

cixi

subject to gi(x) =

n∑
j=1

aijxj ≤ bi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}

x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Zn,

(3)

as well as with the matrix representation as was done for general linear programs in the previous
section. Binary programs can be de�ned by further restricting the decision variables of integer
programs to be 0 or 1.

Restricting the decision variables to be integers rather than arbitrary real numbers might
suggest that integer programs are easier to solve than general linear programs. After all, integer
programs have a �nite number of possible feasible solutions, while general linear programs have
an uncountably in�nite number of feasible solution. However, in the process of removing the
noninteger decision variables certain nice properties of the feasible set are also removed, the
possibly most important of which being the convexity of the feasible set. So while the objective
function and the constraints are still linear, their domain is no longer convex. Therefore, the
objective function and the constraints are no longer convex and the nice properties of convex
functions cannot be used. Before looking at how to solve integer programs, consider the following
example of the well-known knapsack problem.

Example 2.1. Consider a knapsack that can carry a certain weight b and consider n types of
items of possibly di�erent weight ai for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} . Each type of item i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n} has
a value ci. The goal of the knapsack problem is to load the knapsack with items of the highest
value while not exceeding the weight capacity b. Multiple items of the same type can be chosen
and the number of items of type i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} that is loaded into the knapsack is xi ∈ Z. This
can be formalized as the following integer program

maximize

n∑
i=1

cixi

subject to

n∑
i=1

aixi ≤ b

xi ∈ Z.

(4)

This looks like a very simple optimization problem, but it turns out to be very di�cult. The
decision problem of deciding whether a given value v can be obtained without exceeding the
weight capacity b is NP-complete, while the optimization problem of �nding the best feasible
solution is NP-hard. While loading a knapsack may sound like a silly example, it is essentially
a resource allocation problem. Resource allocation is of course important for many applications,
and indeed also for the optimization model presented later in this thesis.
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2.4.4 The Branch-and-Bound Method

Solving integer programming problems by brute forcing is generally not practical because of the
NP-hardness of the problem. A much better approach is the branch-and-bound method which
is a divide and conquer algorithm. The essence of the branch-and-bound method is to divide the
feasible set into partitions and then �nd a bound on the objective function in each partition. The
goal is to dismiss partitions in which the bound implies that an optimal solution cannot possibly
exist. By repeatedly partitioning the feasible set and discarding partitions, an optimal solution
can be found. The branch-and-bound method will be described in three steps. The �rst step is
the branching(dividing). The second step is �nding a bound on each branch and the third and
last step is to dismiss branches(conquering).

Branching a binary program with n decision variables can easily be done by choosing a
decision variable, say, xi and then create one branch where the value xi = 1 is �xed and another
branch where xi = 0 is �xed. Each of these branches form a subproblem of the original problem.
Since one variable is �xed in each branch, the subproblem for each branch has n − 1 decision
variables. This creates two new problems with less complexity than the original problem. By
solving each of the two subproblems and choosing the better of the two solutions, an optimal
solution of the original problem is obtained. The choice of which variable to �x can be done
fairly arbitrarily. Some variables might be better to �x than others and good implementations
of the branch-and-bound method might have clever ways to choose the better variables to �x.
That is not necessary, but it sure is a bonus.

Branching an integer program by �xing a decision variable to a certain value might result in
an in�nite number of branches, one branch for each possible integer. A better way to branch
integer programs is to choose a decision variable, say, xi and then choose some integer k. Then
create two branches not by �xing, but merely restricting the variable as follows. In one branch
xi is restricted by xi ≤ k and in the other branch xi > k.

The second step of branch-and-bound method is to �nd a bound on the objective function in
each of the branches. The bound is found by solving a relaxed version of the integer program.
Relaxing the problem means to somehow transform it into a simpler problem. One way to
relax an integer program is to remove the integrality requirement, and instead allow variables
to be arbitrary real numbers. That is, instead of requiring that the decision vector x ∈ Zn,
the requirement is relaxed to x ∈ Rn. This relaxation turns the integer program into a linear
program, and so this relaxation technique is called linear relaxation. Now the relaxed problem
for each branch can be solved quickly using the simplex method. If the solution of the relaxed
problem consist only of integer valued decision variables, then that solution is also a solution
of the corresponding integer program. If the relaxed solution is not integer then it is at least a
bound on the solution of the corresponding integer program, meaning that if a solution exist for
the integer program then it is at best as good as the solution of the relaxed problem.

The third step in the branch-and-bound method is to use the bound from the previous step
to decide whether or not it is worth to continue searching for a solution in the given branch.
There are four possible scenarios in this step. The �rst scenario is that the bound consist of
only integer decision variables. Since this is a bound on the solution of the integer program and
the solution is an integer solution, this is an optimal solution of the integer subproblem for the
branch. Thus, the branch need not be searched for any more solutions and can be discarded.
If this solution is the �rst integer solution found, then it is saved as the current best solution
candidate to the original integer program. If previous integer solutions have been found, the
best of the previous integer solutions and the new integer solution is saved as the current best
solution candidate for the original integer program. The second scenario is that the bound that
was found in step two is worse than the current best solution candidate for the original integer
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program. This means that it is useless to search the current branch any more, since it cannot
give a better solution than the one already found. Thus the branch will be discarded. The third
scenario is that the relaxation found no feasible solution. Therefore no integer solution exist in
the current branch and it can be discarded. The fourth and last scenario is that the bound that
was found is noninteger but is better than the current best candidate solution for the original
integer program. This means that there might be a better integer solution in the current branch,
but it is yet to be found. Therefore, the search in the branch continues by going back to step
one and creating two new branches.

When the branch-and-bound method have searched through all possible branches it might
either have found an optimal solution or it might not have found any solutions at all. If an
optimal solution is found all is well and good. The solution is valid and proven optimal. If no
solution at all is found, the integer program simply does not have any solutions.

A step-by-step example of the branch-and-bound method easily becomes a pretty lengthy
and repetitive read, which is why it is omitted here. However, there is a detailed step-by-step
walk-through of the branch-and-bound method applied to a speci�c integer program in Chapter
12.6 of [9]. In that example it is also shown how the branching results in a tree structure, called
the solution tree. Each edge in such a tree corresponds to a single variable �xing. Therefore, the
solution tree has a maximum depth equal to the number of decision variables, and leaves at the
maximum depth corresponds to a decision vector with each component �xed.

2.4.5 Robust Linear Optimization

In a purely theoretical study, it might be warranted to assume perfect knowledge about the
data to which the optimization is applied. In real applications, this assumption often fails. If
data uncertainty is not considered when solving the optimization problem, then the solution
found may turn infeasible when data deviation occur. It is therefore important to consider the
possibility of uncertain data when performing optimization. Robust optimization is one approach
of tackling the problem of uncertain data. This section will de�ne the basic concepts of robust
optimization, as described in [4].

Recall that the feasible set of a linear program can be written as {x ∈ Rn : Ax ≤ b} . Then
a linear program can be written as

min
x∈Rn

{
ctrx + d : Ax ≤ b

}
,

where c ∈ Rn is the cost vector, d ∈ R is a constant cost term, A is an m× n real matrix, and
b ∈ Rm is a vector of constraint bounds. The integers m and n are called the structure of the
linear program. If the number of constraints or decision variables changes, then the structure of
the program changes. In the context of robust optimization it is important to only allow data
to be uncertain, while not changing the structure of the program. The data (c, d,A, b) of the
linear program can be arranged into an (m+ 1)× (n+ 1) data matrix as follows[

ctr d
A b

]
.

It is the entries of the data matrix that may change due to uncertainty. The uncertainty is
therefore de�ned as a set of data matrices, where the entries of di�erent matrices may vary is some
way. This set of data matrices is called the uncertainty set and is denoted by U ⊂ R(m+1)×(n+1).
Let the matrix D0 as de�ned below be the matrix of nominal values

D0 =

[
ctr0 d0
A0 b0

]
.
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If no data deviation occur and all data is perfectly known, then that data is de�ned by D0.
If, however, some data deviation occur, it is assumed that the deviation is de�ned in an a�ne
manner. That is, the uncertainty set can be de�ned as

U =

{[
ctr d
A b

]
=

[
ctr0 d0
A0 b0

]
+

l∑
i=1

δi

[
ctri di
Ai bi

]
: (δ1, δ2, . . . , δl) ∈ P

}
,

where P ⊆ Rl is the perturbation set. An element of the perturbation set contains l elements.
Those l elements are the l di�erent values that the errors of a given data matrix has. That is,
the entries of the matrix Di above are 1 for those entries that experience deviation δi, and are
0 otherwise.

Now an uncertain linear program can be de�ned as a set of linear programs as follows{
min
x∈Rn

{
ctrx + d : Ax ≤ b

}}
(c,d,A,b)∈U

where each element of the set is a linear program of itself, but with a speci�c data matrix from
the uncertainty set. In short, the goal of robust optimization is to �nd a solution x that solves
every linear program in the set above, and furthermore, that x gives the best worst case scenario.
In the following paragraphs, this is de�ned more formally.

A decision vector x ∈ Rn is said to be robust feasible if it satis�es the constraints regardless
of which data matrix in the uncertainty set is chosen. That is, x is robust feasible if Ax ≤ b
for every (c, d,A, b) ∈ U . The goal of robust optimization is to optimize the worst case scenario.
This is done by optimizing the following objective function

c̄(x) = sup
{
ctrx + d : (c, d,A, b) ∈ U

}
.

The supremum of a set is similar to the maximum of a set. If X is a set, then supX is the least
upper bound of X. For a closed interval I ⊂ R, sup I coincides with the maximum in I. For an
open interval I, however, there is no maximum in I. But still, for an open interval I, sup I has
a meaningful value, which is the smallest value that is greater than all values in I. For example,
the closed interval [0, 1] has maximum 1 and supremum 1. The open interval (0, 1) , however, has
no maximum but it has supremum 1.

The reason that supremum is used in the de�nition of c̄ is that there is no guarantee that
the cost components c and d have maxima in U . Thus, there is no guarantee that the maximum
exists and then supremum has to be used instead. The function c̄ expresses the largest possible
objective function value that could occur in an uncertain linear program.

The robust counterpart of an uncertain linear program is the optimization problem of mini-
mizing the function c̄, and this can be written as follows

min
x∈Rn

{
sup

{
ctrx + d : (c, d,A, b) ∈ U

}
: Ax ≤ b ∀ (c, d,A, b) ∈ U

}
. (5)

This is the problem to solve to provide robustness to data deviation according to the robust
optimization paradigm.

In the robustness that is used later in this thesis, the objective function is not a�ected by
uncertainty. In such a scenario, the uncertainty set can be de�ned as a subset of Rm×(n+1),
instead of a subset of R(m+1)×(n+1). The elements of such an uncertainty set are of the form[
A b

]
and the robust counterpart can be written as

min
x∈Rn

{
ctrx + d : Ax ≤ b ∀ (c, d,A, b) ∈ U

}
.
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Note that there is no longer a need to use supremum on the objective function. This is because
the only variable in the objective function is x, which belongs to the feasible set of a linear
program. Since feasible sets of linear programs are closed, the use of supremum is not necessary.

The di�culty of solving a robust counterpart is mainly determined by the properties of the
uncertainty set. If uncertainty sets are constructed in a careless manner, the robust counterpart
becomes computationally intractable, that is NP-hard. A large part of [4] is devoted to clas-
sifying and constructing uncertainty sets for which the robust counterpart is computationally
tractable. An important issue also discussed in [4] is to transform a di�cult robust counterpart
into a simpler problem with the same optimal solution. Soyster presents in [14], one of the �rst
attempts at transforming a robust counterpart to a simpler problem, although Soyster did this
long before the term robust counterpart was coined. Soyster's approach is described in the next
section.

2.4.6 Soyster's Principle of Robustness

Just as integer programming was formulated as being similar to linear programming apart from
the restriction of decision variables being integers, the same thing can be done for robust combi-
natorial optimization. An uncertain integer program and its robust counterpart can be de�ned
just as in the previous section, but with the additional requirement that decision variables being
integers. A big problem with this approach, however, is that solving such a robust counterpart
is even more challenging than solving a regular integer program. Solving the robust counterpart
is in general at least as di�cult as solving the original certain problem. Given that integer pro-
gramming in general is NP-hard, this is bad news. Luckily, in [14] it is shown that the robustness
to data deviation provided by the robust counterpart can also be provided by a much simpler
optimization problem. The approach presented in [14] is, however, less general than the robust
counterpart and cannot be applied to every robust counterpart.

Let K,K1,K2, . . . ,Kn ⊆ Rm be convex sets. The problem studied by Soyster in [14] is the
following mathematical program

sup
x∈Rn

ctrx

subject to x1K1 + x2K2 + . . .+ xnKn ⊆ K
xi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} ,

(6)

where addition of two sets A,B means A + B = {a+ b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B} . A decision vector x =
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) is a feasible vector of (6) if and only if for any vector ki ∈ Ki for all i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n} it holds that x1k1 + x2k2 + . . . + xnkn ∈ K. When the sets K,K1,K2, . . . ,Kn

contain one vector each then the above program is certain, without data deviation. When, on
the other hand, the sets K,K1,K2, . . . ,Kn contain multiple elements and de�ne convex regions
in Rm, then the above program represents what Soyster call an inexact program, or what has
later become known as a uncertain program.

The constraints in the above program can be written in the conventional matrix representation
by de�ning the coe�cient matrixA asA = [k1k2 · · ·kn] where ki ∈ Ki for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} . Then
the uncertainty set of (6) is U = {[k1k2 · · ·kn] : k1 ∈ K1,k2 ∈ K2, . . . ,kn ∈ Kn} . Furthermore,
let b ∈ Rm and restrict the set K to K = K(b) = {x ∈ Rm : x ≤ b} . The problem Soyster
presents a robustness technique for is the following program, which, due to the restriction of the
set K, is a special case of (6),

sup
x∈Rn

ctrx

subject to Ax ≤ b ∀A ∈ U
xi ≥ 0,

(7)
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which is the robust counterpart of an uncertain linear program. Instead of solving any of the
above programs, Soyster suggests to solve a certain program with the coe�cient matrix being
the worst deviating matrix in the uncertainty set U . This coe�cient matrix, Ā = (āij) , can be
de�ned as follows. The ith row of column j, āij , is de�ned as āij = supk∈Kj {e

tr
i k}, where ei is

the vector with 1 in the ith position and 0 everywhere else. Soyster's principle of robustness is
obtained by solving the following linear program

max
x∈Rn

ctrx

subject to Āx ≤ b
xi ≥ 0.

(8)

The linear program (8) is much simpler than the robust counterpart (7), but both provide the
same robustness to data deviation. When applying robust optimization it is in general important
to be able to transform the robust counterpart in a similar way as is done above. There are many
other types of mathematical programs than linear programs, so Soyster's concept of robustness
is by no means a �nal theory of robust optimization. Furthermore, as is shown in the next
subsection, Soyster's concept of robustness is not even the end to the study of uncertain linear
programming.

2.4.7 Γ-Robustness

The Soyster principle of robustness, and the robust optimization paradigm in general, is very
conservative. Protecting against maximal deviation in every parameter at the same time might
not always be warranted. The Γ-robustness technique, developed in [5], is aimed at providing
robustness based on a similar but less conservative idea. Γ-robustness was originally presented
in [5] and it focuses on providing robustness to the following mixed integer program

minimize ctrx
subject to Ax ≤ b

l ≤ x ≤ u
xi ∈ Z i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} ,

where c ∈ Rn is the cost vector, A is an m × n coe�cient matrix, b ∈ Rm, k is the number
of integer decision variables and u, l ∈ Rn are upper and lower bounds on the decision vector
x. Thus, a mixed integer program is an optimization problem where some decision variables are
arbitrary real number, but others are restricted to the integers. The discussion that follows apply
equally well in a pure integer programming setting.

The robustness technique that is presented next does not guarantee that the program is robust
to any combination of deviations in a given uncertainty set. Instead, the following method ensures
that up to some predetermined number of decision variables can deviate simultaneously without
the solution turning infeasible. Furthermore, it is claimed by the inventor of the method that
even if that number of deviating decision variables is exceeded, it is likely that the solution stays
feasible.

In order to make the above mixed integer program robust to data deviation, a few additional
variables will be introduced. First, for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} let Ji be the set of coe�cients of
row i in A that experience deviation. For each row i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} and for each j ∈ Ji, let
āij ∈ [aij − âij , aij + âij ] be the value of the entry at row i and column j of A, where aij is
the nominal value and âij is the maximal deviation. Similarly, for the objective function, let J0
be the set of coe�cients in the cost vector c that experience deviation. The actual value of a
cost vector component is de�ned as c̄j ∈ [cj , cj + ĉj ] , where cj is the nominal value and ĉj is the
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maximal deviation. Note that there is no reason to protect against negative deviation in cost
vector, since the considered problem is a minimizing mixed integer program.

Now let Γi ∈ [0, |Ji|] for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} and let Γ0 ∈ {0, 1, . . . |J0|} . For row i in A, the
number of coe�cients that the robust mixed integer program provides robustness for is bΓic .
That is, as long as bΓic or fewer of the coe�cients of row i deviate from their nominal value, the
solution is guaranteed to stay feasible. Furthermore, for each row i and each j ∈ Ji, the entry
on row i and column j is assumed to have a positive deviation of (Γi − bΓic) āij , if it deviates.
The cost vector is protected from its worst case deviation. That is, if Γ0 components of the
cost vector deviate from their nominal value, it is assumed that the components that deviate are
those that result in maximal deviation in objective function value.

This can be formulated as a mixed integer nonlinear program where the objective function
is minimized while the deviation in the objective function is maximized and the deviation in the
constraints is maximized. Such a nonlinear program can, however, be reformulated as the mixed
integer linear program below

minimize ctrx + z0Γ0 +
∑
j∈J0

p0j

subject to
∑
j∈J0

aijxj + ziΓi +
∑
j∈Ji

pij ≤ bi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}

z0 + p0j ≥ ĉjyj ∀j ∈ J0
zi + pij ≥ âij ∀i 6= 0,∀j ∈ Ji
pij ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} ,∀j ∈ Ji
yi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} ,∀j ∈ Ji
zi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m}
−yj ≤ xj ≤ yj ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} ,∀j ∈ Ji
lj ≤ xj ≤ uj ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} ,∀j ∈ Ji
xi ∈ Z ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} .

The robustness technique described above is often called Γ-robustness. This approach of pro-
viding robustness to data deviation does not protect against deviation as well as the method
described in Section 2.4.5, but Γ-robustness might result in a better objective function value.
Γ-robustness also does not increase the complexity as bad as the robustness method in Section
2.4.5. For those integer programs that there exist a polynomial time algorithm to solve, it is also
possible to solve the Γ-robust version in polynomial time.

3 Related Work

While the work in this thesis takes inspiration mainly from the articles [1] and [12], there are
many other published articles in this �eld. Many articles deal with similar but slightly di�erent
problems. Thus, the problems tackled in this thesis is similar but not exactly the same as those
discussed in several other articles. A big di�erence between this thesis and quite a few articles is
that the main focus of articles quite often is on the development of elaborate heuristics to help
solve the presented optimization model, while this thesis focuses largely on the development of
an accurate model. However, as the model presented in this thesis turned out to be very time
consuming to solve in real scenarios, a simple heuristic is also presented. Some related articles
are discussed in this section. Those articles can for example be used as inspiration for future
development of the model or even for inspiration of a more elaborate heuristic to further improve
solve time of the model presented in this thesis.

To begin with, [1] presents an optimization model for network tra�c routing in IP networks.
The goal is to minimize the energy consumption of the network, while satisfying constraints
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related to routing of tra�c and activation of hardware. One of the big features of this model
is that it provides protection against link failure. The model �nds two paths for each tra�c
demand, a primary path which is used under normal operation and a backup path which is
used if a link failure occurs in the primary path. Several approaches to obtain the primary
and backup paths are presented. There is the dedicated protection approach which imposes no
restriction on the number of link failures that it protects against. Another approach is the shared
protection, which only guarantees that there is enough spare hardware active to compensate for
one link failure. Shared protection generally results in a larger reduction of energy consumption
than dedicated protection, but that reduction of energy consumption comes at the cost of greatly
increased compute time to solve the model. Some slightly altered versions of shared and dedicated
protection are also presented. These altered versions are called smart dedicated protection and
smart shared protection and allow for activation of additional hardware when a link failure needs
to be compensated for. These smart approaches generally result in lower energy consumption
than the non-smart versions under normal operation, but results in higher energy consumption
when a link failure occurs. The big drawback of the smart protection schemes is that they require
more sophisticated real-time control systems. Two other notable features of the model presented
in [1] are robustness to data deviation using Γ-robustness and the ability to optimize the network
over multiple time periods. Finally, a few heuristics are presented to improve the time required
to solve the model. One of the heuristics is a single time period heuristic, where each time period
is optimized independently of the other time periods. Such a heuristic still allows for optimizing
over several time periods, but reduces the complexity of the model by ignoring the dependence
on consecutive time periods.

Given that article [1] is one of the main inspirational sources for this thesis, that article
obviously has some similarities with this thesis. The protection against link failure that is
presented in this thesis was originally presented in [1]. One big di�erence between this thesis
and [1] is that the model proesented in [1] does not consider VNF placement. Indeed, one of
the original objectives of this thesis was to add VNF placement to the model in [1]. The single
time period heuristics presented in this thesis are also inspired by the single time period heuristic
presented in [1]. The heuristics in this thesis di�er quite a bit from the single time period heuristic
in [1], however, since the single time period heuristics in this thesis also include a variable �xing
for the VNF placement.

Another article of importance for the work presented in this thesis is [12]. The goal of
the model presented in [12] is to minimize the energy consumption of a network, considering
the energy consumption of servers, routers and links. The energy consumption of servers is
increased by the CPU load caused by VNFs and the energy consumption of routers and links is
increased by the tra�c demands sent between VNFs. While the goal is to minimize the energy
consumption, quality of service is not allowed to su�er too much in favour of energy consumption.
A certain quality of service is obtained by considering the propagation delay of links and then
requiring the path assigned to each tra�c demand to have less total propagation delay than some
predetermined upper bound. Furthermore, the model is made robust by applying Γ-robustness
to the deviation of VNF resource demands. Lastly, a variable �xing heuristic is proposed to
improve the time required to solve the model. This heuristic �rst solves a linear relaxation of
the binary model. Some variables of the original binary model are assigned values based on
the solution of the relaxed model. If a variable in the solution of the relaxed model is within a
certain distance of 0 or 1, the corresponding binary variable in the original model is assigned 0
or 1 and these values are not allowed to change after this assignment. CPLEX is then called to
solve the program again, but this time CPLEX solves it without the linear relaxation but with
the �xed variables. This variable �xing may result in a di�erent value for the variables than
they would have had in an optimal solution of the binary model. Thus, this approach results in
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an approximate solution, not necessarily an exact solution. But the idea is to keep the number
of �xed variables low enough to yield a good approximation, while �xing enough variables to
signi�cantly improve the solution time of the binary model.

Article [12] is the other main source of inspiration for this thesis. It includes VNF placement,
routing and quality of service-assurance via latency bounds. Those features are similar to those
of the model in this thesis. Article [12] does not, however, include protection against link failure
and it does not consider multiple time periods. One of the goals of this project was indeed to
incorporate multiple time periods and protection against link failure into a model that is very
much inspired by the model in [12].

Article [11] is a continuation of the work presented in [12]. The Model presented in [11] is
similar to the model presented in [12], but the latency modelling in [11] is more sophisticated.
The main contribution of [11] is its heuristic to solve the presented model. The heuristic has
three phases, each solving a speci�c subproblem of the model. First, a heuristic �nds a VNF
placement, assuming no data deviation. The second heuristic adjusts the VNF placement so that
it becomes robust to VNF resource deviation. The last heuristic solves the latency constrained
routing of the tra�c demands. The combination of these three heuristics results in a VNF
placement that is robust to VNF resource deviation and provides communication between VNFs
that meet certain quality of service requirements, while minimizing the energy consumption of
the network.

Article [6] presents a VNF placement model that minimizes the energy consumption of the
network, while satisfying certain latency requirements. Simple robustness to VNF resource de-
mand deviation is provided via Soyster's uncertainty concept. The performance of the model is
evaluated in a few di�erent situations. The e�ect that di�erent latency bounds and robustness
levels have on the energy consumption of the network is evaluated. Furthermore, the e�ects
of hardware acceleration is also evaluated. The idea is that allowing VNFs to use hardware
acceleration decreases the processing delay of VNFs at the cost of increased energy consumption.

While the basic idea of the model in [6] is quite similar to the idea of the model in this thesis,
the actual model formulation is quite di�erent. In [6] the VNF placement is performed quite
similar to how it is done in this thesis. The approach to dealing with network tra�c demands
are quite di�erent, however, because in [6] no tra�c routing is actually performed. It is assumed
that the servers on which the VNFs are placed are all connected to a common switch. Thus,
there is no need for a routing algorithm. But the latency introduced by switching the tra�c is
considered. The idea of the model in this thesis and the model in [6] are therefore fairly similar,
but the assumptions of the network setting is quite di�erent. The way in which robustness to
resource demand deviation is dealt with in this thesis is inspired by how it is done in [6]. Simply
increasing the resource and tra�c demands by some fraction is a simple yet e�ective way to see
how robustness to data deviation a�ects the solution of the model.

Article [2] presents three models that are concerned with placement of data centres that
provide some service via NFV and their interplay with SDN. The service provided by a data
centre is required to satisfy certain latency requirements from the SDN data plane. The �rst
model �nds a combination of data centres that minimizes the amount of network tra�c. The
second model operates on the solution found by the �rst model. The goal of the second model
is to optimize the energy consumption by trying to reduce the number of data centres that are
used. The third model is a slight modi�cation of the second model, providing some additional
�exibility on the resources available in the data centres. A notable feature of these models is that
they operate over multiple time periods, allowing for optimization that accounts for the change
in tra�c load during the day.

The model presented in this thesis is in many regards very di�erent from those presented
in [2]. One similarity, however, is the use of multiple time periods. A big di�erence between
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the model in this thesis and the models in [2] is that this thesis solves the routing problem for
network tra�c, while [2] does not. The evaluation scenario presented in [2] is also important for
this thesis, because in [2] the network tra�c load is calculated based on the population of certain
cities in the USA. This tra�c load includes the hourly �uctuations that occur throughout the
day. This tra�c load is very suitable for the evaluation in this thesis, because [2] also evaluates
in the setting of the EPC. However, the tra�c generated for the evaluation in [2] is not actually
routed, but is only used in the objective function in order to minimize the tra�c that enters the
network.

Article [3] is similar to [2] in that it focuses on problems speci�c to the use of SDN in
combination with NFV in the architecture behind mobile networks. Just as in [2], the problem
tackled in [3] is divided into three subproblems. The �rst subproblem is to choose which data
centres to deploy the SDN and NVF services in. The second subproblem is to place VNFs and
SDN controllers at the data centres chosen in the �rst subproblem and the third subproblem
is to decide where to place some data plane speci�c hardware and how much of that hardware
that is needed. To solve these problems, three di�erent optimization models are presented. Note
that it is not one optimization model for each subproblem, but each of the three optimization
models solve all three subproblems. The main di�erence between the models are their objective
functions. One model aims at minimizing the network load, another model aims at minimizing
the used data centre resources and the last model has a multiobjective functions which is a
weighted combination of the previous two objective functions.

Unlike most other articles discussed previously, [8] focuses not on minimizing the energy
consumption of the network, but on minimizing the operational cost of the network. Maybe
the most notable feature of the model presented in [8] is its very detailed modelling of latencies
in service chains. Several articles do consider some sources of latency, but [8] takes it even
further. The considered sources of latencies are propagation delay on links, processing delay,
queuing delay and, most notably, the additional latency caused as virtualisation overhead. The
virtualisation overhead is found empirically to be some nonlinear function. Since the model is
based on a linear optimization method, the actual optimization overhead function used in the
model is a piecewise linear approximation of the nonlinear virtualisation overhead function.

Apart from the fact that the model in [8] aims at minimizing operational cost and the model
in this thesis aims at minimizing energy consumption, the two models are not that di�erent. Both
models solves a VNF placement problem, a routing problem and quality of service-assurance via
latency bounds. The model in [8] does not consider multiple time periods or protection against
link failure as this thesis does, but it does have a much more detailed model of the latencies. If
the model in this thesis is developed further in the future, the well developed latency modelling in
[8] would be a worthwhile upgrade from the current latency modelling. The evaluation scenario
in [8] is also quite similar to the evaluation scenario in this thesis, since both evaluate in the
setting of EPC. Therefore, the modelling of the service chains of the EPC architecture that is
used in the evaluation in this thesis is very much inspired by the service chains used in [8].

There is another article that focuses on quality of service, namely [15]. Four models are
presented in [15], all of which obtain a VNF placement and �nd routes for the tra�c demands
between VNFs. As a step towards quality of service assurance, the propagation delay of links is
considered. In addition to propagation delay, the �rst two models have as objective function the
number of hops counted over all tra�c demands in the entire network. The goal of those two
models is to minimize the number of hops, which most likely improves the quality of service. The
second model is an extension of the �rst model, adding some further restrictions to the VNFs.
The third model is similar to the second model but instead of minimizing the number of hops,
the third model minimizes the energy consumption of the servers in the network. The last model
is a combination of the second and third. The objective function of the last model is a weighted
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combination of the number of hops of the tra�c demands and the energy consumption of the
servers. Solving these models exactly is shown to be NP-hard so to help solve the model, three
heuristics are presented and evaluated. Each of the three heuristics solves a subproblem of the
last model. Combining the three heuristics results in a fast approximate solver to the last model.

The models in [15] have several similarities with the model in this thesis. The models in
[15] are, however, single time period models and does not protect against link failure. But all
four models in [15] are similar to the model in this thesis in that they all include �nding a VNF
placement and they all solve the problem of routing tra�c over the network, while ensuring that
an upper bound on propagation delay is satis�ed.

Evidently, the topic of network optimization is under active research and this thesis aims
at making a slight contribution. While the articles discussed above present solutions for VNF
placement, network tra�c routing, data that change over time, quality of service assurance,
robustness to data deviation and protection against link failure, they do not solve all those prob-
lems simultaneously. This thesis, however, aims at doing so. This thesis presents an optimization
model that solve all the problems mentioned above. Furthermore, since this model is not solved
e�ciently with an exact solver like CPLEX, two heuristics are also presented. These heuristics
are similar to a few presented in the articles above. These heuristics improve solve time by
decoupling the time periods and solving them independently. Furthermore, both heuristics carry
the VNF placements found in one time period into the following time period, by performing a
variable �xing. In addition to that, one of the heuristics also carry the path assignments to tra�c
demands obtained in one time period into the following time period, but does so as a warmstart
and not as a variable �xing.

4 The Optimization Model and Two Heuristics

The optimization model presented in this section models the operation of stateless VNFs in a net-
work of servers and routers. This model is inspired by the work presented in articles [1] and [12].
The work presented in [1] resulted in an optimization model that minimizes the energy consump-
tion of routing in IP networks while protecting the communication against possible link failures
and against data deviation. The model also considers the network during multiple time periods.
In [12] an optimization model is created that places VNFs on servers while minimizing the energy
consumption of the servers. The model in [12] also includes routing of network communication
between di�erent VNFs and minimizes the energy consumption of the networking hardware in
the network. Furthermore, the model in [12] forces latency bounds on the communication and
also protects the communication against data deviation.

The model presented in this section is an attempt at combining the multiple time period
optimization model of link failure resistant routing in IP networks in [1] with the VNF placement
model in [12], but the robustness to data deviation is obtained using Soyster's principle of
robustness instead of Γ-robustness.

4.1 Assumptions

The optimization model developed in this section applies to a network of servers and routers that
communicate over links. The links are attached to line cards, which are connected to servers or
routers. Each server and router has a certain number of line cards connected to each link. Each
link may have multiple line cards attached to it. All servers have a common set of resources,
such as CPU and RAM, but the resource CPU is mandatory. A set of VNFs will be distributed
over the servers. Each VNF has a certain demand for each resource and the server at which the
VNF is placed must satisfy these demands.
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Some VNFs may need to communicate with each other over the network, resulting in a
network tra�c demand. Such communication form sequences of VNFs, called service chains.
Each VNF in a service chain has a certain tra�c demand to send to its successor. Each tra�c
demand is assigned two paths, one primary path and one backup path. The primary path is
used under normal operation and the backup path is used if a link failure occurs in the primary
path. For the backup path to successfully protect against link failure in the primary path, it
is required that the backup path and primary path are link-wise disjoint. Furthermore, tra�c
demands are not allowed to be split. That is, every link that is included in either primary or
backup path must be able to carry the entire demand. Also, both primary and backup path of
a tra�c demand must be cycle-free.

All of this is accounted for over multiple time periods. The network itself remains unchanged
over di�erent time periods. That is, the set of servers, routers and links are constant. However,
the set of active VNFs may vary between time periods, resulting in a speci�c VNF placement
and network routing problem for each time period. The VNFs are stateless, so there is no need
for VNF migration between time periods. Thus, VNF placement is permanent. That is, when
a VNF is placed on a server, the VNF is placed on that server for all time periods in which it
is active. Tra�c demands may exist in multiple time periods, but the source and destination
remains the same during all those time periods. The tra�c bandwidth demand may, however,
change between time period. The paths assigned to a tra�c demand may also change between
time periods.

The goal of the model is to minimize the energy consumption of the entire network, counting
over all time periods. The energy consumption of servers is modelled by a linear function of
the CPU utilization, while the energy consumption of routers and line cards is static. Energy
consumption is minimized by powering down hardware in time periods in which it is not needed.
Servers are powered down when they are not assigned any VNFs and routers and line cards
are powered down when no network tra�c �ows through them. Powering on a server or router
requires a signi�cant amount of energy and this energy consumption is accounted for. Line cards
require little energy to be powered on, so that energy consumption is omitted. Line cards are,
however, limited in the number of times they can be powered on; this is to preserve line card life
time.

As a step towards quality assurance, this model includes a maximal acceptable latency for each
service chain. The propagation delay of links and processing delay of VNFs are the considered
types of delays. In order to increase the quality of normal operation, the paths are chosen so
that the primary paths in a service chain have lower latency than the backup paths.

As a result of VNFs and tra�c demands not being completely static, service chains can change
between time periods. A service chain can, for example, change between time periods if one VNF
in the service chain ceases to exist in one time period and then one or more new VNFs takes its
place in the service chain. The tra�c demands associated with the VNF that ceased to exist
also ceases to exist, and are replaced by tra�c demands associated with the new VNFs.

From a modelling point of view, this model assumes perfect knowledge about tra�c bandwidth
demands and VNF resource demands. Robustness to data deviation can still be provided using
Soyster's principle of robustness. If a less conservative approach to data deviation is desired,
Soyster's principle of robustness can, for example, be swapped for Γ-robustness or the more
sophisticated multiband robustness[7]. Γ-robustness and especially multiband robustness adds
quite some complexity, however, and was therefore omitted from this model.

Lastly, in this model the VNF resource demands are assumed to be completely unrelated to
the tra�c bandwidth demands. This is of course not very realistic. For example, if a VNF in
the real world were not to send data to its successor, the successor would not have any data to
perform its task on and the service chain would fail to provide its service as a result. When data
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deviation is considered, this dependence may be even more important. For example, if a tra�c
demand experiences a positive data deviation then it is reasonable to think that the destination
VNF of that tra�c demand also would experience a positive resource deviation. This dependence
is not considered in this model, simply to make it easier to create the model. This dependence
may be important in the real world but since it complicates things quite a bit, it is omitted in
this model.

4.2 Input Parameters

The network is modelled by a graph, with the set P of nodes and L ⊆ P × P of links. The
elements of P are the routers and servers in the network. The set S contains all servers, the
set N contains all routers, and P = S ∪N. The links are directed, that is, (i, j) ∈ L is the link
connecting node i to node j and the direction is from i to j. The set V contains the VNFs. Both
servers and VNFs have resource components, and the resources that exist are de�ned in the set R.
The resource CPU is mandatory since the objective function depends on it, but other resources
such as RAM and hard drive storage can also be accounted for. Each VNF has a demand of
each resource, and each server has a certain amount of each resource available. The demand of
resource r ∈ R by VNF v ∈ V in time period τ ∈ T is denoted by aτrv and the total amount of
resource r available at server s ∈ S is denoted by ārs. The time required by v to complete its
task in a service chain is denoted by λprocv .

The model can take into account several time periods, which are represented by positive
integers. The �rst time period is represented by 1, the second is represented by 2 and so on. The
set T contains all such representations of time periods. Associated with each time period τ ∈ T
is the length hτ of time period τ. Each VNF v ∈ V is associated with two parameters τfv , τ

l
v ∈ T.

The �rst time period in which v exists is represented by τfv and the last time period in which v
exists is represented by τ lv. A VNF v exists in all time periods τ such that τfv ≤ τ ≤ τ lv.

The set D contains the tra�c demands. Associated with each tra�c demand δ ∈ D is a
source sδ, a destination dδ, and a bandwidth demand bτδ for each time period τ ∈ T in which δ
exists. The source sδ of tra�c demand δ ∈ D is either the source VNF or the source node and
the destination dδ of δ is either the destination VNF or the destination node. The time periods
in which a tra�c demand exists is implicitly determined by the time periods in which its source
or destination VNF exists. This requires that no tra�c demand has both a source node and a
destination node, since the time periods in which such a tra�c demand exist is not de�ned. The
set C contains the service chains and each service chain is itself a set of tra�c demands. Each
service chain c ∈ C has a maximal acceptable delay, denoted by λc.

Each link l ∈ L has a certain number nl of available line cards, that each have a bandwidth
capacity bl and power consumption P cardl . All those nl line cards are attached to the same
physical link l ∈ L. All links have a common maximal allowed utilization level u. This is to avoid
the rapid increase in latency that appears when the utilization approaches 1. The utilization
level u is the maximal utilization level when no link failures are accounted for. When a link
failure occurs, the allowed utilization level is temporarily increased to ū to help the functional
links compensate for the links that failed. The propagation delay on link l ∈ L is denoted by
λpropl . Each line card on link (i, j) ∈ L is attached to node i. The processor of router n ∈ N has
a maximal amount of network tra�c that it can process. So in addition to the maximal tra�c
capacity of each line card attached to a router n ∈ N, the router itself has a maximal tra�c
capacity, denoted b̄n. The static power consumption of router n ∈ N is P routern .

If some server, router or line card is not needed during some time period, the device can be
powered o�. When a powered o� server, router or line card is needed again, it is reactivated.
To preserve line card life time, the number of times a line card can be reactivated per day is
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bounded by ε. Reactivating a server or router results in a peak in energy consumption. This
peak in energy consumption is represented by the variables hservers and hroutern . These variables
are actually the time of maximum power consumption Pmaxs for a server or the time of static
power consumption P routern for a router that is equivalent to the peak in energy consumption
that occurs during server or router reactivation. In addition to the maximal power consumption,
Pmaxs , of server s, there is also a minimal power consumption, Pmins .

Everything described in this section is provided as input parameters to the model. A summary
and a very brief description of all input parameters is found in Table 1.

Input Parameters:

N is the set of routers
S is the set of servers
P = S ∪N is the set of networking devices
L ⊆ P × P is the set of links
V is the set of VNFs
R is the set of resources
D is the set of tra�c demands
C is the set of service chains
T is the set of time periods
Pmins is the minimal power consumption of each server s ∈ S
Pmaxs is the maximal power consumption of each server s ∈ S
P routern is the static power consumption of each router n ∈ N
P cardl = P cardij is the power consumption of each line card on link l = (i, j) ∈ L
τfv is the �rst time period τ ∈ T in which each VNF v ∈ V exist

τ lv is the last time period τ ∈ T in which each VNF v ∈ V exist
λpropl = λpropij is the propagation delay on link l = (i, j) ∈ L
λprocv is the processing delay of VNF v ∈ V
λc is the maximal acceptable delay for service chain c ∈ C
hτ is the length of time period τ ∈ T
hroutern is the time of static power consumption that is equivalent to the energy

consumption of reactivating each router n ∈ N
hservers is the time of maximum power consumption Pmaxs that is equivalent to

the energy consumption of reactivating each server s ∈ S
sδ is the source of tra�c demand δ ∈ D
dδ is the destination of tra�c demand δ ∈ D
bτδ is the bandwidth of tra�c demand δ ∈ D in time period τ ∈ T
aτrv is the demand of resource r ∈ R in time period τ ∈ T by VNF v ∈ V
ārs is the amount of resource r ∈ R available at server s ∈ S
u is the maximal utilization level allowed on links, without protection
ū is the maximal utilization level allowed on links, with protection
b̄n is the bandwidth capacity of router n ∈ N
bl = bij is the bandwidth capacity of each line card on link l = (i, j) ∈ L
nl = nij is the number of line cards on link l = (i, j) ∈ L
ε is the maximum number of times a line card is allowed to be reactivated

per day

Table 1: The input parameters to the model

4.3 Decision Variables

The variable xvs is a binary decision variable that is equal to 1 if VNF v is placed on server s,
and equal to 0 otherwise. The variable yτs is equal to 1 if server s is active during time period τ,
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and equal to 0 otherwise. The variable zτn is equal to 1 if router n is active during time period
τ, and is equal to 0 otherwise. The variable wτl = wτij is equal to the number of line cards that
router i has active on link l = (i, j) during time period τ. The variable βτlk = βτijk is equal to 1
if line card k on router i connected to link l = (i, j) is reactivated for time period τ, and equal
to 0 otherwise. That is, βτlk is equal to 1 if line card k is inactive during time period τ − 1 but
active during time period τ, and equal to 0 otherwise.

Tra�c demands can have either a node or a VNF as source or destination. Routing, however,
is done strictly between nodes and the links connecting the nodes. To resolve this discrepancy
between the demands to be routed and the constraints that route the demands, the decision
variables src (δ, n) and dst (δ, n) are introduced. These are actually variables, even though they
are written in functional notation. src (δ, n) is equal to 1 if n is a server and the source VNF of
δ is placed on server n or if the source is node n itself, and is equal to 0 otherwise. dst (δ, n) is
equal to 1 if n is a server and the destination VNF of δ is placed on server n or if the destination
is node n itself, and is equal to 0 otherwise. These variables allow the routing constraints to
only consider source and destination nodes, even though the actual source and destination may
be VNFs.

The variable fτδl = fτδij is equal to 1 if the primary path of tra�c demand δ contain link

l = (i, j) during time period τ, and is equal to 0 otherwise. f̄τδl = f̄τδij is similar, but describes
the backup path instead of the primary path. Note that these routing variables have a time
period dimension, while the tra�c demands seemingly do not. Tra�c demands are, however,
associated with time periods, namely the time periods in which their source or destination VNF
exist. If a tra�c demand exist through multiple time periods, the primary and backup path can
vary between the time periods. Hence, the time period dimension of the routing variables.

The variable P routerτn is equal to 1 if router n is reactivated during time period τ. If router n is
not reactivated during time period τ, then P routerτn is equal to 0. The variable P serverτs is similar,
but describes the reactivation of server s, instead of a router. The energy consumption required
to reactivate a server or router is expressed in the objective function, but that is only accounted
for when the corresponding reactivation variable is 1.

A short summary of all decision variables and what their possible values are can be found in
Table 2.

Decision Variables:

xvs is 1 if VNF v is placed on server s, 0 otherwise
yτs is 1 if server s is active during time period τ, 0 otherwise
zτn is 1 if router n is active during time period τ, 0 otherwise
wτl = wτij is the number of active line cards on link l = (i, j)
βτlk = βτijk is 1 if line card k ∈ {1, . . . , nl} on link l = (i, j) is reactivated during

time period τ, 0 otherwise
src (δ, n) is 1 if either node n is source node of δ, or if the source VNF of δ is

assigned to server n, and 0 otherwise
dst (δ, n) is 1 if either node n is destination node of δ, or if the source VNF of δ is

assigned to server n, and 0 otherwise

fτδl = fτδij is 1 if demand δ is forwarded on link l = (i, j) during time period τ,
0 otherwise

f̄τδl = f̄τδij is 1 if link l = (i, j) is in the backup path of demand δ during time
period τ, 0 otherwise

P routerτn is 1 if router n is active in time period τ but inactive in τ − 1, 0 otherwise
P serverτs is 1 if server s is active in time period τ but inactive in τ − 1, 0 otherwise

Table 2: The decision variables of the model
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4.4 Model Description

The description of the model will be broken down into several parts. First, the objective function
will be described. Then the constraints that deal with server and VNFmanagement are described,
followed by the constraints that deal with network �ow routing. Lastly, the constraints that deal
with network hardware management are described. Some constraints may have implications for
several of these categories. For example, there is a constraint that is related to both network
hardware management and network �ow management. In that case, the network hardware
management part of that constraint is described in the network hardware management section,
while the network �ow management part of the constraint is described in the network �ow
management section.

Also, in an attempt to keep the tables of constraints more readable, a common assumption for
all constraints that include both VNFs and time periods is that it is implicitly understood that
the VNF exist in that time period. That is, if VNF v is used in a constraint that applies to time
period τ, then it is implicitly assumed that τfv ≤ τ ≤ τ lv. This assumption a�ects the function
P1 in the objective function in Table 3 and the only constraints that include VNFs but are not
a�ected by this assumption are (10), (21), (22), (25) and (26). Note also that some constraints
that include tra�c demands are a�ected by this assumption, since the source or destination of
demands can be a VNF.

4.4.1 Objective Function

The objective function is the sum of the energy consumption of the networking hardware and
the servers in the network. The innermost parenthesis accounts for both the minimal power
consumption that servers and routers consume and the dynamically increasing power consump-
tion due to load. The function P1 (s, τ) is the power consumption of server s in time period τ.
P1 (s, τ) itself consist of two terms, one term for the minimum power consumption and one term
for the dynamically increasing power consumption due to load. The sum of all zτnP

static
n is the

static power consumption of all active routers and the sum of all wτl P
card
l is the power consump-

tion of all active line cards in the entire network. The innermost parenthesis is multiplied by
the length hτ of the time period, resulting in the energy consumption of the time period. The
remaining terms account for the energy consumption of reactivating servers and routers. The
function P2 (n, τ) is equal to the energy consumption of reactivating router n in time period τ. If
router n is not reactivated in time period τ, then P2 (n, τ) = 0. The function P3 (s, τ) is equal to
the energy consumption required to reactivate server s in time period τ and it works similarly to
P2 (n, τ). The objective is then to minimize this entire expression, resulting in the most energy
e�cient VNF distribution and network communication.

Objective function:

minimize
∑
τ∈T

[
hτ

(∑
s∈S

P1 (s, τ) +
∑
n∈N

zτnP
static
n +

∑
l∈L

wτl P
card
l

)
+
∑
n∈N

P2 (n, τ) +
∑
s∈S

P3 (s, τ)

]
where P1 (s, τ) = yτsP

min
s +

(
Pmaxs − Pmins

)
1
ārs

∑
v∈V

aτrvxvs r = CPU

P2 (n, τ) = P routerτn hbootn P routern

P3 (s, τ) = P serverτs hservers Pmaxs

Table 3: The objective function of the model
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4.4.2 VNF and Server Management

Constraint (9) makes sure that the resources available at a server is not exceeded by the resource
demands of the VNFs that are placed on the server. The right-hand side of (9) expresses the
available amount of resource r at server s, if server s is active. The left-hand side of (9) expresses
the total demand of resource r by the VNFs placed at server s. Constraint (10) expresses that
exactly one VNF placement variable for a given VNF must be nonzero, meaning that a given
VNF must be placed on a unique server. Constraint (11) expresses that a server s is active in
time period τ if it is assigned at least one VNF. Any nonzero VNF placement variable on the left-
hand side of (11) forces the variable yτs on the right-hand side to also be nonzero. Furthermore,
a 0 on the right-hand side forces all VNF placement variables to also be 0 on server s, meaning
that no VNFs can be placed on an inactive server. Constraint (12) expresses that a server s is
active in time period τ only if it is assigned at least one VNF. A nonzero left-hand side of (12)
forces at least one VNF placement variable on the right-hand side to be nonzero for server s.
Also, if no VNF is placed on server s, that is, if the right-hand side of (12) is equal to 0, then
the left-hand side is forced to also be 0, implying the inactivity of server s.

The last of the server management constraints is (16), which makes sure that the energy
consumption of a server reactivation is accounted for. There are 3 possible values for the right-
hand side of (16): 1, −1 and 0. If a server is active in time period τ − 1 but inactive in time
period τ, then the right-hand side is −1. Constraint (16) then says that the reactivation variable
P serverτs is greater than −1. By constraint (20), however, 0 is the least possible value of P serverτs .
In the case that a server is active in both time period τ and τ − 1, the right-hand side of (16)
is 0. In the case that a server is inactive in time periods τ − 1 but active in time period τ, the
right-hand side of (16) is 1, forcing the server reactivation variable P serverτs to also be 1. When
the right-hand side of constraint (16) is 0 or −1 no speci�c value is forced onto the variable
P serverτs . In those cases, constraint (16) allows P serverτs to be both 0 and 1. Because the objective
function is minimized, P serverτs will be pushed towards the least possible value in each scenario,
resulting in it being 0 whenever possible.

4.4.3 Network Flow Management

In order to route tra�c demands, the source and destination router of each tra�c demand needs
to be known. Some tra�c demands, however, have VNFs as source or destination. When a tra�c
demand has a VNF as source or destination, the �rst step towards �nding a path for that tra�c
demand is to �nd the server on which the source or destination VNF is placed. This is what
the decision variables src (δ, n) and dst (δ, n) are used for. Constraints (21)-(28) set the correct
value to these decision variables. If the source sδ of tra�c demand δ is a VNF then constraint
(21) sets the correct value to src (δ, s) for all servers s ∈ S, and constraint (22) sets the value of
src (δ, n) to 0 for all routers n ∈ N. If the source sδ of tra�c demand δ is a router then constraint
(23) sets src (δ, n) to 1 if n is the source router, and constraint (24) sets src (δ, n) to 0 if n is not
the source router. Constraints (25)-(28) does the same thing as constraints (21)-(24) but for the
variables dst (δ, n).

Constraints (29) and (30) are the most important routing constraints. These two constraints
make sure that if a tra�c demand leaves its source node, it will eventually arrive at its destination
node. The constraints are identical, except that (29) is for the primary path and (30) is for the
backup path. The left-hand sides of these constraints express the balance between the number
incoming links that carry a given demand to node i and the number of outgoing links that carry
the demand away from i. The leftmost summation in the left-hand sides of these constraints are
the number of outgoing links that carry demand δ away from node i and the rightmost summation
are the number of incoming links that carry demand δ to node i. There are 3 possible values to
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Constraints: ∑
v∈V

aτrvxvs ≤ ārsyτs ∀τ ∈ T,∀r ∈ R, ∀s ∈ S (9)∑
s∈S

xvs = 1 ∀v ∈ V (10)

xvs ≤ yτs ∀τ ∈ T,∀s ∈ S,∀v ∈ V (11)

yτs ≤
∑

v∈V
xvs ∀τ ∈ T,∀s ∈ S (12)

zτi ≤
∑

(i,j)∈L
wτij ∀τ ∈ T,∀i ∈ N (13)

wτij = wτji ∀τ ∈ T,∀ (i, j) , (j, i) ∈ L (14)

wτij ≤ zτi nij ∀τ ∈ T,∀i ∈ N,∀ (i, j) ∈ L (15)

P serverτs ≥ yτs − yτ−1
s ∀τ ∈ T : τ ≥ 2,∀s ∈ S (16)

P routerτn ≥ zτn − zτ−1
n ∀τ ∈ T : τ ≥ 2,∀n ∈ N (17)∑

τ∈T :
τ≥2

βτlk ≤ ε ∀l ∈ L, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , nl} (18)∑nl

k=1
βτlk ≥ wτl − wτ−1

l ∀τ ∈ T : τ ≥ 2, ∀l ∈ L (19)

dst (δ, n), src (δ, n), βτlk, f
τδ
l , f̄τδl , xvs, y

τ
s , z

τ
n, P

server
τs , P routerτn ∈ {0, 1} , wτl ∈ N (20)

Table 4: The hardware and VNF management constraints of the model

the right-hand sides of these constraints, namely 1, 0 and −1. If node i is the source node but
not the destination node, then the right-hand sides are equal to 1. The left-hand sides of these
constraints are equal to 1 when node i has exactly one more outgoing link that carry demand δ
than it has incoming links that carry demand δ, which is the desired �ow balance for the source
node. For intermediary nodes in the paths, there should be an equal number of incoming links
that carry a demand as there are outgoing links that carry the demand. Constraints (29) and
(30) take care of this case as well. When node i is neither source nor destination node, both
terms in the right-hand sides are equal to 0. For the left-hand sides this means that there must
be an equal number of incoming links that carry demand δ to node i as there are outgoing links
that carry δ away from i. The right-hand sides are also equal to 0 when node i is both source and
destination node. In that case no paths at all are the desired result, which is not forced by these
constraints. Other constraints take care of that case. When node i is destination node but not
source node, the right-hand sides of (29) and (30) are equal to −1. For the left-hand sides this
means that there is exactly one more incoming link that carry demand δ to node i than there
are outgoing links that carry δ away from i.

While constraints (29) and (30) ensure that a demand is assigned a path between the source
and destination nodes, those constraints do not enforce the requirement of loop-free paths. Fur-
thermore, constraints (29) and (30) does not prevent the assignment of a path when none is
needed, that is, when the source and destination are the same node. The requirement of loop-
free paths is enforced by constraints (31)-(34). The left-hand sides of constraints (31) and (33)
are the number of outgoing links that carry demand δ away from node i and the right-hand sides
forces there to be at most 1 such link per demand and node. Similarly, the left-hand sides of
constraints (32) and (34) are the number of incoming links that carry demand δ to node i and
the right-hand sides again forces there to be at most 1 such link per demand and node.

In the case that node i is both source and destination node of a demand δ, constraints (35) and
(36) forces δ not to be carried over any outgoing links away from i. Since the �ow conservation
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Constraints:

src (δ, i) = xsδi ∀i ∈ S,∀δ ∈ D : sδ ∈ V (21)

src (δ, i) = 0 ∀i ∈ N,∀δ ∈ D : sδ ∈ V (22)

src (δ, i) = 1 ∀i ∈ N,∀δ ∈ D : sδ ∈ N, sδ = i (23)

src (δ, i) = 0 ∀i ∈ N,∀δ ∈ D : sδ ∈ N, sδ 6= i (24)

dst (δ, i) = xdδi ∀i ∈ S,∀δ ∈ D : dδ ∈ V (25)

dst (δ, i) = 0 ∀i ∈ N, ∀δ ∈ D : dδ ∈ V (26)

dst (δ, i) = 1 ∀i ∈ N,∀δ ∈ D : dδ ∈ N, dδ = i (27)

dst (δ, i) = 0 ∀i ∈ N,∀δ ∈ D : dδ ∈ N, dδ 6= i (28)∑
(i,j)∈L

fτδij −
∑

(j,i)∈L
fτδji = src (δ, i)− dst (δ, i) ∀τ ∈ T,∀δ ∈ D,∀i ∈ P (29)∑

(i,j)∈L
f̄τδij −

∑
(j,i)∈L

f̄τδji = src (δ, i)− dst (δ, i) ∀τ ∈ T,∀δ ∈ D,∀i ∈ P (30)∑
(i,j)∈L

fτδij ≤ 1 ∀τ ∈ T,∀i ∈ P,∀δ ∈ D (31)∑
(j,i)∈L

fτδji ≤ 1 ∀τ ∈ T,∀i ∈ P,∀δ ∈ D (32)∑
(i,j)∈L

f̄τδij ≤ 1 ∀τ ∈ T,∀i ∈ P,∀δ ∈ D (33)∑
(j,i)∈L

f̄τδji ≤ 1 ∀τ ∈ T,∀i ∈ P,∀δ ∈ D (34)∑
(i,j)∈L

fτδij ≤ 2− src (δ, i)− dst (δ, i) ∀τ ∈ T,∀i ∈ P,∀δ ∈ D (35)∑
(i,j)∈L

f̄τδij ≤ 2− src (δ, i)− dst (δ, i) ∀τ ∈ T,∀i ∈ P,∀δ ∈ D (36)∑
(i,j)∈L

fτδij +
∑

(j,i)∈L
fτδji ≤ 1 ∀τ ∈ T,∀i ∈ S,∀δ ∈ D (37)∑

(i,j)∈L
f̄τδij +

∑
(j,i)∈L

f̄τδji ≤ 1 ∀τ ∈ T,∀i ∈ S,∀δ ∈ D (38)

fτδij + f̄τδij ≤ 1 ∀τ ∈ T,∀δ ∈ D,∀ (i, j) ∈ L (39)

fτδij + f̄τδji ≤ 1 ∀τ ∈ T,∀δ ∈ D,∀ (i, j) , (j, i) ∈ L (40)∑
δ∈D

bτδf
τδ
l ≤ ublwτl ∀τ ∈ T,∀l ∈ L (41)∑

δ∈D
bτδ

(
fτδl + f̄τδl

)
≤ ūblwτl ∀τ ∈ T,∀l ∈ L (42)∑

δ∈D

(∑
(i,j)∈L

bτδ

[
fτδij + f̄τδij

]
+
∑

(j,i)∈L
bτδ

[
fτδji + f̄τδji

])
≤ b̄jzτj ∀τ ∈ T,∀j ∈ N (43)∑

δ∈c

∑
l∈L

fτδl λpropl +
∑

δ∈c:
sδ∈V

λprocsδ ≤ λc ∀τ ∈ T,∀c ∈ C (44)∑
δ∈c

∑
l∈L

f̄τδl λpropl +
∑

δ∈c:
sδ∈V

λprocsδ ≤ λc ∀τ ∈ T,∀c ∈ C (45)∑
δ∈c

∑
l∈L

fτδl λpropl ≤
∑

δ∈c

∑
l∈L

f̄τδl λpropl ∀τ ∈ T,∀c ∈ C (46)

Table 5: The routing constraints of the model
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constraints (29) and (30) in this case require an equal number of outgoing and incoming links to
carry δ, constraints (35) and (36) implicitly also forces no incoming links to carry demand δ to
i. In the case that node i is source or destination node of δ, but not both source and destination,
constraints (35) and (36) are equivalent to constraints (31)-(34) for that particular node i. In
the case that node i is neither source nor destination node, however, the restrictions imposed by
constraints (35) and (36) are weaker than the restrictions imposed by constraints (31)-(34).

Constraints (37) and (38) prevent servers from being intermediary nodes in a path. The
leftmost summation in the left-hand sides of these constraints is the number of outgoing links
from a server that is included in a given path and the rightmost summation is the number of
ingoing links that is included. The right-hand sides limit these numbers to at most 1, the result
being that a server can either receive or send a given tra�c demand, but not both at the same
time.

For the backup paths to actually protect against link failure, it is important that the backup
and primary paths have no links in common. Constraints (39) and (40) imposes this property
on the primary and backup paths. Constraint (39) implies that the backup and primary paths
of a demand are not allowed to route in the same direction on the same link. Constraint (40)
is similar, implying that the primary and backup paths are not allowed to route in di�erent
directions over the same link.

Constraints (29)-(40) ensure that a unique loop-free primary path and a unique loop-free
backup path is assigned to each tra�c demand. Constraints (41) and (42) ensure that the entire
demand can be carried over each link in both the primary and the backup path without any
link exceeding the allowed utilization levels. The left-hand side of (41) is the sum of all tra�c
demands whose primary path include the given link l. This sum must be less than the tra�c
capacity that is allowed to be used of the active line cards, which is expressed on the right-hand
side. Constraint (42) is similar, but the left-hand side also include those tra�c demands whose
backup path includes the link l. Again this sum must be less than the tra�c capacity that is
allowed to be used of the active line cards. In (42), however, the right-hand side can be slightly
greater than the right-hand side of (41), because ū ≥ u. This slight increase in utilization level is
supposed to help accommodate the temporarily increased tra�c demand on a link due to some
other link failing.

The left-hand side of (43) is the sum of all tra�c demands whose primary or backup paths are
routed over router j. This sum must be less than the available tra�c capacity of router j, which
is expressed on the right-hand side. Furthermore, if the router j is inactive then the available
tra�c capacity expressed on the right-hand side is 0, and routing over node j is disallowed.

The last routing related constraints are (44)-(46). Constraints (44) and (45) make sure that
the total processing and propagation delay for primary and backup paths in a service chain is less
than some predetermined bound. The leftmost summation in the left-hand sides expresses the
total propagation delay on all links included in the paths and the rightmost summation expresses
the total processing delay of all VNFs in the service chain. The right-hand side is the maximal
acceptable latency for the service chain. Constraint (46) simply states that the sum of latencies
over all primary paths in a service chain must be less than the sum of latencies over all backup
paths.

4.4.4 Networking Hardware Management

Activation of line cards is forced by constraints (41) and (42). Constraints (41) and (42) ensure
that enough line cards are active on a given link so that the total line card capacity of all active
line cards on the link is greater than the sum of all tra�c demands routed over the link. If any
demand is routed over a router i, then the left-hand side of (43) is nonzero, forcing the router
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activity variable zτn on the right-hand side to also be nonzero. Thus, a router is active if at least
one tra�c demand is routed over it. Constraint (13) works in two ways. If router i is active, then
(13) forces at least one line card connected to router i to be active. Conversely, if no line cards
are active on router i, then constraint (13) forces router i to be inactive. Constraint (14) forces
the same number of line cards to be active in both directions of a link. Constraint (15) forces
the number of active line cards to be no greater than the number of available line cards on the
given link. Furthermore, if at least one line card is active on a link connected to router i, then
constraint (15) forces router i to be active. If a router to which a link is connected is inactive,
then constraint (15) also forces the number of active line cards on that link to be 0. Note that
constraint (14) applies to line cards on both servers and routers, while constraints (13) and (15)
only apply to line cards on routers.

Constraint (17) ensure that the energy consumption of reactivating a router is accounted for.
Constraint (17) works exactly like constraint (16), which was described in Section 4.4.2.

The last two constraints deal with line card reactivation. The left-hand side of constraint (18)
is the number of times line card k on link l is reactivated, counting over all time periods. The
right-hand side of (18) expresses the maximal number of times each line card is allowed to be
reactivated. Constraint (19) ensures that line card reactivations between time periods τ − 1 and
τ are accounted for. The left-hand side of (19) is the number of line cards that are reactivated
for time period τ, which must be greater than the right-hand side which expresses the number
of line cards that needs to be reactivated when entering time period τ.

Constraint (20) expresses trivial bounds on the decision variables.

4.5 Protection against Link Failure

The model presented in this section adopts the dedicated protection against link failure pre-
sented in [1]. Dedicated protection is one of two protection schemes presented in [1]. The other
protection scheme is called shared protection. Some slight variations of dedicated and shared
protection are also presented in [1].

Dedicated protection on link l is achieved by accounting for the bandwidth demand of all
tra�c demands that have either primary or backup paths that contains l. The result of this is
that the routing will work even if multiple links fail. A disadvantage for dedicated protection is
that accounting for multiple link failures is expensive in terms of the objective function value,
maybe unnecessarily expensive. But an advantage is that including dedicated protection does
not add much complexity to the model, so the solution time is not a�ected too much. When
adding dedicated protection to a model that previously had no protection against link failure,
only one decision variable is added, namely the path assignment variable f̄τδl for backup paths.
Since the path assignment variables for the backup paths works exactly like the path assignment
variables for the primary paths, adding the path assignment variables for backup paths adds
little complexity to the model.

Shared protection ensures protection against one link failure. Protecting against one link
failure, instead of an arbitrary number of link failures, will generally result in a lower objective
function value. The improved objective function value comes at the cost of increased complexity
of the model. The process of choosing which link failure to protect against is computationally
expensive.

In short, the model presented in this section can be changed to using shared protection by
introducing the decision variable gτδij and replacing constraint (42) with constraints (47) and
(48). Constraint (47) is similar to (42), but the left-hand side of (47) only include backup paths
for those tra�c demands whose primary path includes some given link j and whose backup path
includes the link i. The decision variable gτδji is only equal to 1 for those demands δ whose primary
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path includes link j and whose backup path includes link i. That is, the left-hand side of (47)
account for the backup paths that can be used due to link j failing. The sum of tra�c demands
on the left-hand side must, again, be less than the tra�c capacity that is allowed to be used of
the active line cards.

Constraint (48) is important for constraint (47) working as intended. The right-hand side of
(48) is equal to 1 only when the primary path of δ is routed over link i and the backup path of δ
is routed over link j. Since gτδij is a binary variable, it is forced to be 1 when the right-hand side

is equal to 1. That is, the variable gτδij accounts for routing demand δ over link j in the case of
link failure on link i.

As stated above, shared protection may yield lower objective function value than dedicated
protection, but this comes at the cost of complexity of the model. To see how much complexity
the shared protection adds, consider the matrix representation of the decision variable gτδij that
is introduced with shared protection. For each time period τ and tra�c demand δ the matrix
representation of gτδij has an entry which is itself an |L|× |L| matrix. The matrix representations

of fτδl and f̄τδl on the other hand, has for each time period τ and tra�c demand δ an entry which
is an |L| × 1 matrix, or a column vector of length |L| . With this in mind, it is not di�cult to see
why shared protection is so expensive in terms of the required computation time for solving the
model.

If some implementer feels that the improved objective function value of shared protection
justi�es the additional compute time it requires, changing this model to instead use shared
protection is easy. First, add the decision variable gτδij . Then replace constraint (42) with
constraints (47) and (48) below.∑

δ∈D
bτδ
(
fτδi + gτδji

)
≤ ūbiwτi ∀τ ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ L (47)

gτδij ≥ fτδi + f̄τδj − 1 ∀τ ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ L,∀δ ∈ D (48)

With that done, the model instead uses shared protection against link failure.

4.6 Considerations for a Stateful Model

As mentioned earlier, the model presented in this section is intended for optimization problems
where the VNFs are stateless. There are two main things to consider for a change to a model
with stateful VNFs.

The �rst major di�erence between stateful and stateless VNFs to consider is how to deal
with the possibility of VNFs crashing. As brie�y discussed in Section 2.2, dealing with stateless
VNFs that crash is easy and inexpensive. Dealing with crashes for stateful VNFs is much more
complicated. The main thing to consider for stateful VNFs that crash is the overhead caused by
the state recovery strategy. The two approaches brie�y discussed in Section 2.2 result in either
signi�cantly increased overhead under normal operation or signi�cantly increased overhead when
recovering from a crash. To accurately model stateful VNFs, this overhead caused by the state
recovery strategy should somehow be included in the model.

The second major di�erence between stateful and stateless VNFs is that it is more justi�ed to
consider VNF migration when the state of VNFs may change over time. Thus, an optimization
model that is intended for stateful VNFs should probably be able to account for the energy cost
of VNF migration and the e�ects that VNF migration has on the quality of service. Ensuring
a certain quality of service when performing VNF migration is far from a trivial task, and is
therefore not discussed further here.
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4.7 Performance Considerations for Individual Constraints

Given that the model presented in this section belongs to the class of NP-hard problems, it
might be worthwhile to consider how, if at all, di�erent constraints a�ect the performance. If
performance can be improved by removing or modifying a constraint, then maybe that should
be considered. But since the constraints model the properties of the network and servers, they
should be modi�ed with care. If constraints are removed or modi�ed carelessly then the model
might no longer apply to the networks for which it is intended.

During the development of the model, two types of constraints were found to have considerable
e�ect on the solve time. The expected e�ect of adding constraints might be that the solve time
increases. This certainly was the case for some constraints, but in the case of one particular
constraint the solve time was actually considerably improved. In the case of another constraint,
the solve time was massively increased. The takeaway seems to be the following. Understanding
how constraints a�ect the coe�cient matrix and the feasible set is really important, both for
avoiding unnecessarily di�cult constraints but also for recognizing helpful constraints.

The �rst constraints of interest are constraints (31)-(34). The purpose of these constraints
is to prevent the formation of loops in paths. This means that when constraints (31)-(34) are
included in the model, the feasible set no longer contains any decision vector that assigns loops
to any tra�c demand. It is di�cult to say how many possible loops there are per potential path,
so the exact e�ect these constraints have on performance is di�cult to say. But it is clear that
the size of the feasible set can be considerably reduced by excluding from it all decision vectors
that assign loops to tra�c demands. Therefore it is at least easy to conclude that performance
is improved by including constraints (31)-(34), but it is di�cult to say by how much.

For the second constraint that had a big impact on performance, consider the constraints
(31) and (35). These two constraints can be expressed using the following single constraint∑

(i,j)∈L

fτδij ≤ 2− src (δ, n)− dst (δ, n) ∀τ ∈ T, ∀i, n ∈ P,∀δ ∈ D. (49)

When node n in constraint (49) is either the source or the destination node of tra�c demand δ,
then the right-hand side is equal to 1. Since the left-hand side of (49) is the same as in (31), this
means that (49) and (31) are equivalent for such n. Furthermore, when n and i are the same
node, then (49) and (35) are equivalent. So the two constraints (31) and (35) can be replaced
by the equally powerful single constraint (49). This might sound good, but in fact it is not.
The reason for that lies in the coe�cient matrix. Each of these constraints are not represented
by a single row in the coe�cient matrix. The number of rows that a constraint requires in the
coe�cient matrix is determined by the quanti�ers in the constraints. For constraint (31) the
quanti�ers are ∀τ ∈ T, ∀i ∈ P,∀δ ∈ D. That is, for every possible triple (τ, i, δ) ∈ T × P × D
there is a row in the coe�cient matrix that represents constraint (31). So constraint (31) requires
|T | |P | |D| rows in the coe�cient matrix. Constraint (35) has the same quanti�ers as (31), so

they require the same number of rows. Constraint (49) on the other hand, requires |T | |P |2 |D|
rows in the coe�cient matrix. While it is convenient to have general constraints when writing
them down, that generality may come at the cost of the structure of the model. In this case,
the cost is due to all the nodes n in constraint (49) for which n 6= i and n is neither source nor
destination node of tra�c demand δ. For all such n, constraint (49) is useless, since it imposes
no further restrictions than the constraints (31) and (35) already do.

4.8 Examples

Example 4.1. The goal of this example is to demonstrate how service chains that change over
time can be modelled by the optimization model presented in this section. Consider a network
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with four servers over three time periods. Assume that all servers have CPU capacity 10. There
is a service chain of three VNFs. In the �rst time period, all VNFs have CPU demand 6. In
the second time period, the VNF in the middle position of the service chain needs to increase
its CPU demand to 12, but the other VNFs stay at CPU demand of 6. In the last time period,
the middle VNF again changes its CPU demand, but now it decreases it to 8. There is a big
problem here. The CPU demand of 12 cannot be satis�ed by any individual server. However,
given that the VNFs that are modelled allows the task performed by a VNF to be split among
multiple VNFs, the CPU demand of 12 can be split between multiple VNFs in such a way that
the CPU demand of each VNF can be satis�ed. The goal of this example is to show that the
model presented in this section indeed allow VNFs to split their resource demands in such a way.

The available resources, resources demands, tra�c demands and so on, are summarized in
Table 6. Since this example mainly shows how service chains can change over time, only the
parameters relevant for this purpose is considered. This is to make the example less cluttered
with unnecessary information. So, for example, the time period lengths hτ are omitted, as are
the line card reactivation variables βτlk and even the routers and links themselves.

Input parameters:

S = {s1, s2, s3}
V = {v1, v2, v3, v4}
R = {r = CPU}
D = {δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4}
T = {τ1, τ2, τ3}
τfv1 = τ1, τ

l
v1 = τ3, τ

f
v2 = τ1, τ

l
v2 = τ3, τ

f
v3 = τ1, τ

l
v3 = τ2, τ

f
v4 = τ2, τ

l
v4 = τ2

sδ1 = v1, dδ1 = v3, sδ2 = v3, dδ2 = v2, sδ3 = v1, dδ3 = v4, sδ4 = v4, dδ4 = v2

ārs1 = ārs2 = ārs3 = ārs4 = 10
aτ1rv1 = aτ2rv1 = aτ3rv1 = aτ1rv2 = aτ2rv2 = aτ3rv2 = aτ1rv3 = aτ2rv3 = aτ2rv4 = 6, aτ3rv3 = 8

Table 6: The input parameters to the model in Example 4.1

The �rst and last VNFs, v1 and v2, in the service chain always have CPU demands of 6. In
the �rst time period, the middle VNF, v3, also has CPU demand of 6. There are several ways
that the increased CPU demand in the middle position of the service chain in the last two time
periods can be dealt with. For example, VNF v3 can increase its demand as far as it can, to 10,
and then let another VNF take the remaining CPU demand of 2. However, the approach chosen
here is not to increase the CPU demand of VNF v3 in time period 2, but instead introduce a new
VNF, v4, with CPU demand 6. Now the combined CPU demand of v3 and v4 is 12. However,
v3 and v4 will perform their tasks in parallel, not in sequence. In the last time period, the CPU
demand in the middle position of the service chain decreases to 8, so VNF v4 is no longer needed
and is removed. To meet the slightly increased CPU demand, VNF v3 changes its CPU demand
to 8. Lastly, tra�c demands are simply inserted to form the service chain. The actual bandwidth
demands are omitted, but they act exactly as the resource demands of VNFs. That is, the
tra�c bandwidth demands can change between time periods just like VNF v3 does between the
second and third time periods. If the tra�c bandwidth demand increases beyond the capacity
of individual links, just like the CPU demand of 12 was beyond the capacity of any individual
server, then those tra�c demands can be split into multiple tra�c demands. However, note that
the model will not split any resource or tra�c demands itself; that needs to be done via the
input parameters.

The service chain changes are shown in Table 7 and the VNF placement and server activity
and utilization is shown in Table 8. In the tables, vi(k) denotes VNF vi with CPU demand k
and si(k) denotes server si with CPU resource k.
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Service chain in τ1: Service chain in τ2: Service chain in τ3:

v1(6)
δ1−→ v3(6)

δ2−→ v2(6)
v1(6)

δ1−→ v3(6)
δ2−→ v2(6)

v1(6)
δ3−→ v4(6)

δ4−→ v2(6)
v1(6)

δ1−→ v3(8)
δ2−→ v2(6)

Table 7: The service chain in Example 4.1

VNF placement in τ1: VNF placement in τ2: VNF placement in τ3:

s1(10) : inactive
s2(10) : v3(6)
s3(10) : v2(6)
s4(10) : v1(6)

s1(10) : v4(6)
s2(10) : v3(6)
s3(10) : v2(6)
s4(10) : v1(6)

s1(10) : inactive
s2(10) : v3(8)
s3(10) : v2(6)
s4(10) : v1(6)

Table 8: The server activity and VNF placement in Example 4.1

Example 4.2. This example will demonstrate the di�erences between dedicated protection
and shared protection on a small network. This example is not necessarily supposed to be
realistic, which is why no units are stated. Also, it is not necessary to have a realistic network
to demonstrate the bene�ts and drawbacks of dedicated and shared protection. And as this
example demonstrates, there is another reason why shared protection is not applied on a large
real network, namely the time required to do so. As with the previous example, only the parts
of the model that are interesting for the demonstration will be considered. Therefore, there will
be only a single time period, whose duration is 24. Furthermore, propagation delay and VNF
processing delay will not be considered.

The network consists of 6 routers, 4 servers and 32 links. The servers are all equipped with
32 CPU resources. The links all have 4 line cards, where each line card has tra�c capacity 25,
and the routers all have tra�c capacity 500. The minimum power consumption of every server is
120 and the maximum power consumption is 500. Each router has a power consumption of 150
and each line card has a power consumption of 40.

There are in total 18 VNFs and 22 tra�c demands, divided between 4 service chains. Each
VNF has a CPU resource demand of 5 and each tra�c demand has a bandwidth demand of 15.

Input parameters:

S = {s1, s2, s3, s4}
N = {n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6}
L = {l1, l2, . . . , l31, l32}
V = {v1, v2, . . . , v17, v18}
R = {r = CPU}
D = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δ21, δ22}
C = {{δ1, . . . , δ4} , {δ5, . . . , δ11} , {δ12, . . . , δ16} , {δ17, . . . , δ22}}
bδ1 = . . . = bδ22 = 15
bl1 = . . . = bl32 = 25
b̄n1 = . . . = b̄n6 = 500
nl1 = . . . = nl32 = 4

P cardl1
= . . . = P cardl32

= 40
P routern1

= . . . = P routern6
= 150

Pmins1 = . . . = Pmins4 = 120
Pmaxs1 = . . . = Pmaxs4 = 500
ārs1 = . . . = ārs4 = 32
arv1 = . . . = arv18 = 5

Table 9: The input parameters to the model in Example 4.2
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The �rst tra�c demand in each service chain has a router as source and the last tra�c demand
in each service chain has a router as destination. The destination of the last tra�c demand in a
service chain is di�erent from the source of the �rst tra�c demand. This is mainly to force some
tra�c onto the network, even if many communicating VNFs happen to be placed on the same
server. Since the di�erence in objective function value between shared and dedicated protection
mainly comes from the di�erent number of line cards being used, it is important to have some
amount of tra�c on the network in order to see a di�erence.

The optimal objective function value found by CPLEX, given the input data in Table 9, is
presented along with the corresponding solve times in Table 10. As expected, shared protection
results in a better objective function value than dedicated protection, but the di�erence between
the two is quite small. This is unfortunate, because the improved objective function value with
shared protection comes at the cost of greatly increased solve time. If a solver is given enough
time to �nd an optimal solution, then shared protection is always as good or better than dedicated
protection. But for larger test instances, it might be impractical, if not impossible, to wait for a
solver to �nd an optimal solution. Therefore, it might be important not to try to �nd an optimal
solution, but instead �nd the best possible solution within a given time limit. But if a time limit
is imposed on the solver, then there is no guarantee that shared protection will yield a better
objective function value than dedicated protection. More on this in Section 5 and Section 6.

Protection method: Objective function: Solve time:

Dedicated 96, 210 13.4s
Shared 88, 530 1, 173.8s

Table 10: Summary of the CPLEX solution of the model, given the data in Table 9

4.9 Single Time Period Heuristic

Unsurprisingly, the model presented in this thesis turned out to be very di�cult to solve. After
all, it is an NP-hard problem, so that is to be expected. To help solve the problem faster, a
simple single time period heuristic is presented. The basic idea with the heuristic is to remove a
lot of the dependence between time periods, since that is one of the major di�culties with the
model.

As the name suggests, the single time period heuristic is implemented by solving one time
period at the time. In order to comply with the requirement of non-migrating VNFs, the heuristic
also performs a variable �xing on the VNF placement variables. When a VNF exist for multiple
time periods, then the solution of the �rst time period in which the VNF exist determines the
placement of the VNF in all time periods in which it exist. Furthermore, if a VNF is �xed at
a server then that server cannot possibly be powered o� in the next time period. Therefore,
the activation variable of the server is also �xed to the active state, namely 1. The result of
this is that the VNF placement is only optimized for one time period. If many VNFs exist for
multiple time periods, optimizing the VNF placement for a single time period might not be a
bad compromise. This is the case for the evaluation presented in Section 5, but does not have
to be true in general.

At implementation level, the variable �xing is done via the CPLEX C++ API. One CPLEX
object is created for each time period. The �rst time period is solved without �xing any decision
variables. Any CPLEX models for later time periods are run through the variable �xing before
they are solved. The variable �xing is done by searching the solution from the previous time
period for those VNFs that exist in both the previous and the current time period. The VNF
placement variables for such VNFs are simply assigned the same value for the current time
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period as they had in the previous time period. Once a VNF placement has been �xed, the
server activation variable for the server to which the VNF was placed is also �xed to be active.
The �xing is simply done by changing the lower and upper bounds of the decision variables so
that they equal the number to be �xed.

4.10 Warmstarting Path Assignment

There are two single time period heuristics, both of which perform the variable �xing described
above. The second heuristic performs, in addition to the variable �xing, a warmstart of the path
assignment variables for tra�c demands that exist in multiple time periods. The idea behind
warmstarting is the same as variable �xing, except that with warmstarting the pre-assigned
values may change. As the name suggests, warmstarting is just a partial or whole solution that
serves as a starting point for the solver. Just as with variable �xing, however, the �rst time period
is solved without warmstarting. But for time periods past the �rst one, the path assignment
variables carry their solution over into consecutive time periods.

Warmstarting di�er from variable �xing more at implementation level than on conceptual
level. At implementation level, warmstarting is again done via the CPLEX C++ API. Unlike
variable �xing, however, it is not done by changing the upper and lower bounds. Warmstarting
is simply done by using a set function provided by the API. Values set by such a function just
serve as a starting point and can therefore change as the solver sees �t.

5 Evaluation

The model presented in Section 4 is evaluated in the context of the virtualised Evolved Packet
Core(EPC) architecture. The service chains used in the evaluation are not exactly those of the
virtualised EPC, but are instead somewhat simpli�ed. The service chains that are used are the
same as those used in [8] and those are in turn inspired by those presented in [16]. A detailed
description of the VNF resource demands and tra�c bandwidth demands of the virtualised EPC
service chains are given in [16]. The VNF resource demands and tra�c bandwidth demands are
determined by the number of mobile users connected to the virtualised EPC. For this test to be
more similar to real world deployment, the number of users connected to the EPC is determined
by the population in cities connected to the network. Such a derivation of the network load on a
virtualised EPC architecture based on the population of certain cities in the USA is given in [2].
The service chains used in [2] are slightly di�erent from those used in [8] and therefore slightly
di�erent from those used in this thesis. But since the service chains used in [2] are inspired by
the EPC architecture, the network load derived in [2] also apply to the service chains used here.

By constructing the service chains similar to how it is done in [8],[16] and [2], the model
presented in Section 4 can be tested in a scenario with realistic network load. To further improve
the realism of the tests, this network load is paired with a graph representation of a real world
network. Graph representations of some real world networks can be obtained from the Survivable
Network Design library(SNDlib) in [13].

5.1 The Evolved Packet Core Architecture

The EPC is a wireless network communication architecture. A good description of the EPC
architecture is given in [16]. It seems tedious to setup a complete implementation of all the
intricate details of the EPC architecture for testing purposes. Therefore, a somewhat simpli�ed
EPC model will be used for evaluation. The model of EPC used here is the same as the one used
in [8], and it is setup as follows.
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The EPC service chain is divided into the user plane service subchain and several control
plane service subchains. The starting point of an EPC service chain is a Tra�c Aggregation
Point(TAP). A TAP corresponds to the eNodeBs in [16]. A TAP is the point of EPC that user
equipment connect to. In the control plane, a TAP is connected to one or more Mobility Man-
agement Entities(MMEs). The number of MMEs depend on the network load coming from the
TAP. The MMEs are connected to a Home Subscriber Server(HSS), which contains information
about each user and their subscription. MMEs are also connected to a Serving Gateway(SGW),
which is the component that forwards packets to and from users. In the user plane, there is
also an SGW which is connected to the TAP. The SGW of the user plane is also connected to
a Packet Data Network Gateway(PGW) which is connected to the rest of the internet via an
Internet Exchange Point(IXP).

Using the EPC components described above, the user and control plane service subchains
can be constructed as follows. In the user plane, a service subchain looks as follows(

TAP
b1−→ SGW

b2−→ PGW
b3−→ IXP

)
, (50)

where b1, b2 and b3 are tra�c bandwidth demands. In the control plane, there are 3 types of
service subchains, and they are as follows(

TAP
b4i−−→MMEi

)
(51)(

MMEi
b5i−−→ HSS

b6i−−→MMEi

)
(52)(

MMEi
b7i−−→ SGW

)
, (53)

where, again, b4i, b5i, b6i and b7i are tra�c bandwidth demands. The TAP is connected to
several di�erent instances of MMEs. The number of MMEs is simply the least number of MMEs
required to process the tra�c sent from the TAP. All those instances of MMEs are, however,
connected to the same single instance of HSS and SGW.

For simplicity, the resource type is limited to CPU. The compute demands of SGWs, PGWs
and HSS' are set to 4 CPU cores per instance, just as in [16]. The CPU demand of MMEs is
determined by the total load on a service chain and the number of MMEs in that service chain.
The load on a service chain is measured in terms of the number of signalling events it handles.
The signalling events are caused by the user equipment that is connected to the mobile network
provided by the EPC. For a sense of scale, it is said in [16] that user equipment often generate
around 800 signalling events per hour during busy hours, but it can also get as high as 2, 400
signalling events per hour for the most demanding applications. The number of MMEs needed
in a service chain depends on the total number of signalling events that the TAP of the service
chain sends. According to [16] each MME can take up to MMEmax = 500, 000 signalling events
per hour. So if a TAP sends Nsig signalling events per hour into a service chain, then the number
of MMEs required is given by

Nmme =

⌈
Nsig

MMEmax

⌉
.

The maximal resource demand of each MME in a service chain is 4 CPU cores but the actual
resource demand is assumed to scale linearly on the number of signalling events handled by each
MME. It is assumed that the signalling events are split evenly between all Nmme MMEs. So the
CPU demand for each MME in a service chain with Nmme MMEs and Nsig signalling events per
hour is given by

MME CPU demand = 4 · Nsig
NmmeMMEmax

.
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The TAPs and IXPs are not assigned any resource demands, since they are assumed to be
physical routers in the network and not VNFs.

The tra�c bandwidth demands are created similarly to the MME resource demands above.
The tra�c bandwidth demands are measured in bytes per second. In order to convert the
signalling events per hour sent from a TAP to bytes per second, it will be assumed that each
signalling event results in a certain number of messages at each network function. It is further
assumed, as in [8] and [16], that each message has a size of 192 bytes. Finally, just as in [8], it
is assumed that the number of messages per signalling event for the di�erent network functions
is given by

TAP→ 6 messages per event

MME→ 10 messages per event

HSS→ 2 messages per event

PGW→ 2 messages per event

SGW→ 3 messages per event.

Recall the tra�c bandwidth demands b1, b2, b3, b4i, b5i, b6i and b7i from the service chains in
(50)-(53). Then the bandwidth demands can be calculated from the number of signalling events
as follows

b1 = 192 · 6Nsig
3, 600

B/s

b2 = 192 · 3Nsig
3, 600

B/s

b3 = 192 · 2Nsig
3, 600

B/s

b4i = 192 · 6Nsig
3, 600Nmme

B/s ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nmme}

b5i = 192 · 10Nsig
3, 600Nmme

B/s ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nmme}

b6i = 192 · 2Nsig
3, 600Nmme

B/s ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nmme}

b7i = 192 · 10Nsig
3, 600Nmme

B/s ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nmme} .

5.2 The Network Topology

As stated previously, the network used for testing is obtained from SNDlib [13]. However, SNDlib
only provides a network of routers and links, while testing should include servers in addition to
routers and links. Therefore, a local network of routers and servers is added to each router
provided by SNDlib. Data centres can be included in the tests by simply making some local
networks contain many servers.

The networks are provided by SNDlib in xml-�les. Such xml-�les can easily be parsed to
create input �le for CPLEX. While SNDlib also does provide tra�c demands and link capacities,
they are neglected. The link capacities are instead simply set to some value that might appear
in the real world, such as 100 Gbps or 40 Gbps, and the tra�c demands are constructed as
described in Section 5.1.

Take, for example, the network janos-us�D-D-L-N-S-A-N-U from SNDlib which has 26
routers and 84 links. At each of those 26 routers, a local network is added. Since the servers will
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be the source and destination nodes of most tra�c demands, there must be at least two possible
paths to each server. That is, in the local network for each of the routers provided by SNDlib
there must be at least two paths from that router to the server, otherwise the backup path will
fail. If R is one of the routers provided by SNDlib, then such a local network can be obtained by
introducing two new routers R1 and R2 and the server S. Two possible paths between S and R
can be obtained by introducing the links (R,R1) , (R1, R) , (R,R2) , (R2, R) , (R1, S) , (S,R1) ,
(R2, S) and (S,R2) . Creating the local networks in this way means that for each router provided
by SNDlib, there will be 2 additional routers, 1 additional server and 8 additional links. Then
the network constructed from janos-us�D-D-L-N-S-A-N-U will have 78 routers, 26 servers and
292 links.

5.3 Test Scenario

The experimental evaluation of the model presented in Section 4 is evaluated in the context of
the virtualised EPC architecture as described in Section 5.1. The network is a modi�ed version
of janos-us�D-D-L-N-S-A-N-U with 26 nodes from the SNDlib, [13]. The modi�cation is simply
the removal of 15 nodes and all links connected to any of those 15 nodes. This is done because
the optimization was expected to take too long on the original network of 26 nodes. There is
also a 39 node version of janos-us�D-D-L-N-S-A-N-U, and the original idea was to perform tests
on that but since solve time is an issue that idea was abandoned. But the network of 11 node
that was obtained by modifying the 26 node janos-us�D-D-L-N-S-A-N-U was then expanded
by adding local networks as described in Section 5.2. The resulting network contains 11 servers
with 64 CPU cores each, 33 routers, and 120 links with 4 line cards each. The links in local
networks have bandwidth of 4 Gbps and the links that was in the original SNDlib network have
a bandwidth of 40 Gbps. The service chains used for evaluation are �ve versions of the EPC
architecture, as described in Section 5.1. The original idea was to use 18 service chains on 39
nodes, but the service chains was scaled down to 5 to proportionally match the decrease from
39 nodes to 11. The number of messages that is used to determine the VNF demands and tra�c
bandwidth demands are taken from Figure 4 in [2], and the exact numbers are shown in Table
11.

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4

Chain 1 2.2 · 107 1.3 · 107 7.5 · 106 2.5 · 107

Chain 2 1.6 · 107 6.0 · 106 1.2 · 107 2.2 · 107

Chain 3 1.3 · 107 5.0 · 106 1.4 · 107 1.8 · 107

Chain 4 1.3 · 107 5.0 · 106 1.0 · 107 1.7 · 107

Chain 5 1.0 · 107 4.0 · 106 1.2 · 107 1.6 · 107

Table 11: The number of messages for EPC service chains

The numbers in Table 11 is used to create four test cases, three tests with data deviation and
one test assuming exact data. The data deviation tests are done using Soyster's principle of data
robustness, assuming 10%, 20% and 30% data deviation in the di�erent tests. This deviation is
added to the actual VNF demands and tra�c demands, not to the number of messages or the
number of signalling events. Changing the number of messages or signalling events might result
in a change of the structure of the program, since the number of MMEs depends on the number
of messages. This is an important detail, since the theory of robust optimization relies on the
structure not changing. Therefore, the EPC chains are �rst created assuming no deviation and
then the actual demands are scaled up according to the data deviation in each test case.
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The latency bounds for the service chains are set so that the they do not a�ect the optimiza-
tion outcome. More on this in Section 6.3.

Note that in each test, 36 optimization instances are run. Each scenario is solved by three
versions of the model presented in Section 4, one version with no protection to link failure, one
version with dedicated protection and one version with shared protection. Each model is solved
three times for each input data. CPLEX solves the model once, the heuristic without warmstart
solves it once and the heuristic with warmstart solves it once. Each model is also provided four
di�erent inputs, with the four di�erent levels of data deviation.

5.4 Results

The test scenario described in Section 5.3 was solved in three cases, each with a di�erent time
limit. The �rst test had a one hour time limit for each solver. In this case, that one hour was
split evenly between each time period for the heuristics. That is, the heuristics had 15 minutes
to solve each time period.

The second test also had a one hour time limit. But in the second test the heuristics em-
phasized the �rst time period by spending 30 minutes in the �rst time period and dividing the
remaining 30 minutes evenly between the remaining three time periods. This test gave identical
results as the test that split the 1 hour evenly between the time periods, so it will not be discussed
further.

When running the �rst two tests, suspicion grew that the solvers are given more time than
necessary. Therefore a test with a 30 minute time limit was run. In this test, the time was split
evenly between the time periods. Finally a test with a 15 minute time limit was run, and those
15 minutes was split evenly between the time periods.

5.4.1 One Hour Time Limit Tests

This subsection presents the test result for the one hour time limit tests. Since the tests where
the heuristic split the time evenly between time periods and where the heuristics emphasized the
�rst period gave more or less identical results, only the results from the test with evenly split
time periods are presented. In the discussion that follows, the model with no protection to link
failure applied to the data with 0% data deviation is called the standard case. This is because
all other cases are generally compared against the standard case in order to see how robustness
and protection to link failure a�ects the results.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the heuristics and exact solver �nd solutions with very similar
objective for the model without protection, but the heuristics are generally ever so slightly better.
For the models with dedicated and shared protection, the situation is completely di�erent. For
dedicated protection, the heuristics �nds solutions with about 40% better objective, except in
the 30% robustness case where the heuristics �nd solutions with about 10% better objective.
For shared protection, the exact solver only manages to �nd a solution in the 20% robustness
scenario. The heuristics, however, �nd solutions in every scenario.

Note that shared protection result in worse objective than dedicated protection in every
robustness case. This is bad news, since the entire idea of shared protection is to improve the
objective compared to dedicated protection. Note also that the heuristic with warmstart always
�nds a solution with the same objective as the heuristic without warmstart. As a �nal note on
the objective, observe that dedicated protection manages to �nd a solution that is less than 50%
worse than the standard case. Shared protection, on the other hand, is at best 50% worse than
the standard case.

Figures 2, 3 and 4 shows the fraction of servers, routers and links that are active. It is
evident that the exact solver only manages to �nd a very conservative solution for the models
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Figure 1: Objective function relative to the standard case

Figure 2: Average fraction of servers active
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with protection against link failure. For the models with protection against link failure, the exact
solver only manages to �nd one solution where less than 50% of server, routers and links are
active, while the heuristics show that it is possible to have close to as little as 30% of servers and
links active and at least close to 40% of routers active.

Figure 3: Average fraction of routers active

Figure 5 below shows that the improved objective obtained by the heuristics is accompanied
by improved solve time. For the model without protection, the heuristics improve the time by
around 75% compared to the exact solver. For the model with dedicated protection, the solve
time is improved by 50% in the worst case, but by between 65 and 70% in the other cases. For
shared protection, the exact solver only managed to �nd a solution in the case of 20% robustness.
In that case, the heuristics have a solve time which is an improvement of about 25% compared
to the exact solver. In the other shared protection cases, the heuristics also ran for about 25%
shorter time than the exact solver, but, unlike the exact solver, the heuristics actually found a
solution. Note also that there is only one case in which the warmstart signi�cantly improves the
solve time compared to not using warmstart, and this is for the model with dedicated protection
and 30% robustness.

Figure 6 shows the optimality gaps achieved by the di�erent solvers. For the model without
protection, the heuristics generally result in a slightly better optimality gap. The di�erence is
much greater for the model with dedicated protection, where improvements of up to 20 percentage
units are obtained. But maybe Figure 6 should not be trusted entirely, because in at least one case
something is weird with the calculation of optimality gap. For the shared protection model, only
one solution was found. That solution reports an optimality gap of almost 92%. The heuristics,
however, report an optimality gap of 745% in the same case.

5.4.2 30 Minutes Time Limit Tests

The result of the 30 minute test con�rmed the suspicion that a one hour time limit was unnec-
essarily long, because the result of the 30 minute test were almost identical to the one hour time
limit test. The results are so similar that no further analysis will be performed on the 30 minute
solutions.
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Figure 4: Average fraction of links active

Figure 5: Solve time relative to no protection model with 0% robustness
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Figure 6: Optimality gap for the di�erent solver for di�erent robustness

5.4.3 15 Minutes Time Limit Tests

While 30 minutes was still enough for the exact solver to �nd solutions, 15 minutes was not.
15 minutes seems to be too restrictive for the exact solver in many situations. In 15 minutes,
the exact solver manages to �nd solutions similar to the 1 hour test for the model without
protection, regardless of robustness level. The exact solver did not manage to �nd a solution
for the model with dedicated protection in 15 minutes, regardless of robustness level. In the
case of 20% robustness the exact solver manages to �nd a solution for the model with shared
protection, also with similar values as in the 1 hour tests. But for other robustness levels, the
exact solver fails to �nd a solution in 15 minutes for the model with shared protection. The
heuristics, however, �nd solutions for every model for every robustness level and those solutions
are often very similar, if not identical, to the solutions found in the 1 hour test.

Figure 7 shows the objective found by the non-warmstart heuristic in the 15 minute test
relative to the objective of the same model with the same data deviation found by the same
heuristic in the 1 hour test. The warmstart heuristic is not shown because it gave the exact
same solutions in every case and the exact solver is not shown because it mostly failed to �nd
solutions. As Figure 7 shows the solutions found with a 15 minute time limit is sometimes the
same as the solutions found with a 1 hour time limit. In most cases, the solution found in 15
minutes is within 3% of the solution found with a 1 hour time limit, with the exception being
the 20% robustness test for the model with shared protection. In that case, the solution found
with a 15 minute time limit is around 12% worse than the solution found with a 1 hour time
limit.

Something that changes quite a bit between the 1 hour time limit tests and the 15 minute
time limit tests are the solve times. As Figure 8 shows, the switch to 15 minute time limit often
reduces the solve time by between 70 and 75%. That is not too surprising, since the time limit
was reduced by 75%. But what this means is that the solver is capable of �nding a solution in
less that 15 minutes and if the solver is allowed to continue run for another 45 minutes, almost
no improvements will be achieved.
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Figure 7: 15 minute time limit objective relative to 1 hour time limit objective

Figure 8: 15 minute time limit solve time relative to 1 hour time limit solve time
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6 Discussion

The project has overall gone quite well. A mathematical optimization model has been developed,
implemented, and tested in a small scenario inspired by a real world use case. Furthermore, two
simple heuristics have been developed, implemented, and tested on the optimization model. Some
thoughts regarding the model, heuristics and evaluation are presented in this section.

6.1 Evaluation

The evaluation of the model done during this project is not quite up to par with what was
originally planned. The original plan was to use the janos-us�D-D-L-N-S-A-N-U network from
SNDlib with 39 nodes, along with 18 EPC service chains. Because of time restrictions, the
evaluation scenario was changed to a total of �ve EPC chains and the smaller network that had
11 nodes prior to adding local networks. The model seems to work quite well for this smaller
network, with the heuristics being able to �nd decent solutions within 15 minutes. But it still
remains to test the model on a larger network.

The big problem with large test instances is the time required to solve the model. One test
was started with 18 EPC service chains and the janos-us�D-D-L-N-S-A-N-U network with 39
nodes prior to adding local networks. In this test the time limit was set to �ve hours. In those �ve
hours, neither the exact solver nor the heuristics managed to �nd a solution even for the model
without protection and with 0% robustness. Another test was run with 12 EPC service chains
and the janos-us�D-D-L-N-S-A-N-U network with 26 nodes prior to adding local networks, again
with a time limit of �ve hours per solver. In this case, the exact solver did not manage to �nd a
solution even for the model without protection and 0% robustness, but the heuristics did. But
again, neither the exact solver nor the heuristics managed to �nd a solution for the models with
dedicated or shared protection.

6.2 Heuristics

As the result presented in Section 5.4 show, the heuristics often result in signi�cant improve-
ments when protection against link failure is included in the model. The expected improvement
of warmstarting the path assignment is absent, however, as the warmstart heuristic generally
performs equally well as the non-warmstart heuristic. The objective of the two heuristics are
expected to be fairly similar. The di�erence was expected in the solve time. But when there is a
di�erence in the solve time between the two heuristics the di�erence is generally on the order of
seconds, and the di�erence can be in favour of either heuristic. There is one exception, namely
the 30% robustness case for dedicated protection in the one hour time limit test. In that case,
the warmstarting heuristic was done in 1004 seconds and the non-warmstart heuristic was done
in 1265 seconds. That is the only scenario where there was a signi�cant di�erence between the
two heuristics, and therefore it is di�cult to draw any conclusions on exactly why warmstarting
made such a big di�erence in that case and not in any other case.

One possible reason for why warmstarting generally makes little to no di�erence might be
that most of the time is spent solving the �rst time period and then the later time periods might
be solved in a matter of seconds anyway. If the later time periods are solved in a few seconds,
then there is obviously not much time to cut. The result on the shared protection seems to
indicate that this is not the case, however, since the heuristics have a solve time equal to the
maximal allowed time for three time periods. If warmstarting did not make a di�erence for the
model without protection for the sole reason that the heuristics simply does not spend enough
time on the later time periods, then warmstarting should make a di�erence on the model with
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shared protection, because for that model the heuristics spend more time in the later time periods
than in the �rst time period. But this is not the case. The warmstarting heuristic solves the
model with shared protection as fast the non-warmstarting heuristic. Furthermore, the model
with shared protection has by far the most di�cult routing problem of the three models. If a
method to aid the path assignment made a di�erence anywhere, it feels as if it would make the
greatest di�erence where routing is the most di�cult, which is the model with shared protection.

Lastly, it is evident by the two tests that was performed on the 26 and 39 node versions
of the janos-us�D-D-L-N-S-A-N-U network from SNDlib that the heuristics de�nitely can be
improved. The single time period heuristic works well in the smaller instance. But the problem
that arises with larger instances is that the variable �xing does not help in solving the �rst time
period. Improving the solve time for the �rst time period would be very helpful for the larger
instances. When the heuristics failed to solve the janos-us�D-D-L-N-S-A-N-U networks, they
failed already on the �rst time period and then they terminated. If the heuristics had managed to
solve the �rst time period then it seems quite likely that they would also solve the remaining time
periods, since the variable �xing considerably reduces the complexity of the later time periods.

6.3 The Model

Overall, the model seems to do a quite good job at forcing the properties that was required.
During the development of the model, quite some e�ort was made to try to �nd test cases that
might show where the model failed to satisfy the requirements. For example, some tests early
on in the project showed that loops could be formed in the paths assigned to tra�c demands.
This is when constraints (31)-(34) was included in the model. And as discussed in Section 4.7,
those loop preventing constraints even ended up helping CPLEX solve the model faster.

One of the last features to be included in the model was latency bounds on service chains. Not
that much testing was done to �nd whether or not the constraints did what they were supposed
to do. For the small scale tests that was performed, the latencies seemed to work as intended.
Later in the project, when the model was applied to larger test instances with the EPC service
chains that have many VNF and tra�c demands that work in parallel, rather than in sequence,
this lack of testing became evident.

A quite major mistake in the model presented in this thesis is how it deals with latencies.
The big problem here is that the constraints re�ect the assumption that all VNFs and tra�c
demands in a service chain work in sequence, while many actually work in parallel. When the
latencies of many components that work in parallel are added up as if they were in sequence, the
total latency quickly becomes nonsense. Consider the control plane service subchains (51), (52)
and (53). There is one instance of each of these subchains for every MME. Therefore, in real
scenarios there will be quite a few instances of each subchain. All instances of the same subchain
run in parallel, while instances of di�erent subchains run in sequence.

One of the possibly easiest ways to �x this is to adjust the model so that the latency of the
subchains that contain a given MME is added together. Then that latency can be compared
against the latency bound. If this is done for every MME in every service chain, the latency
of parallel control plane subchains should be handled properly. This does not provide a way to
handle the fact that the data plane part of a service chain run in parallel with the control plane
part of the service chain. The challenge with dividing control plane and data plane into separate
service chains is that both control plane and data plane uses the same instance of PGW VNF.
The current way of assigning a VNF to a service chain does not allow multiple service chains to
contain the same VNF. That is the reason why the data plane service chain and control plane
service chain is currently contained in the same big service chain. By slightly adjusting how
VNFs are assigned a service chain, or rather how service chains are assigned their VNFs, this
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should be easy to �x. Then the data plane service chain can be separated from the control plane
service chain. If that is achieved, the problems with latencies should be �xed. There still is some
work to be done here, but at least on a conceptual level it seems like a fairly straight forward �x.

7 Concluding Remarks

In many regards, the model presented in this thesis is successful. The model manages to solve the
VNF placement problem, the link failure resistant routing problem and it does so over multiple
time periods. The model does not, however, properly deal with latencies. For the model to work
at all in anything but the simplest of test scenarios, the latency bounds of the service chains have
to be set in the range of hundreds or thousands of milliseconds. Therefore, the latency modelling
is a suitable place to improve the model in future work.

Something that was intentionally left out of the model is robustness to data deviation, with
an approach such as Γ-robustness. Robustness was included in the evaluation, using Soyster's
principle of robustness. Therefore, another possibility for future work on the model is to include
Γ-robustness, or even multiband robustness, to improve the model by using a less conservative
technique for robustness.

Further future work could also include improving the heuristics. While improving the mod-
elling power is important, it is useless unless the model can be solved. With the current heuristics,
solving the model in reasonable time is unlikely to happen for large instances. Therefore, im-
proving the heuristics is as important, or perhaps even more important, than improving the
model.

It is clear that the model and heuristics are far from perfect. What the model and heuristics
do, they do quite well. But there are many areas that are open for improvements.
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